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Chapter 1

Introduction

Automated speech recognition (ASR) has been studied for over 30 years now, and re-
search has come to the point where recognition of speech shows sufficiently high per-
formance for most applications in noise-free environments. e next hurdle is to make
computers able to recognize speech even in noisy circumstances. is proves to be a
tough nut to crack, especially when research is done along the conventional paths [5].
Many techniques have been developed to achieve higher performance in noisy condi-
tions. One of the approaches in creating noise robust ASR systems that I personally
found particularly interesting was so-called fragment decoding, mostly because it acts
on premises that I think are rather intuitive. Also, it seems to be one of the more ad-
venturous approaches in existence, because it is a generalisation of an earlier attempt to
improve recognition in noisy circumstances calledmissing data decoding. e general-
isation makes very few assumptions about the noise that is polluting the speech signal.
However, the technique comes with an amazing increase in computational load. ere
are various ways to reduce the computational cost to an acceptable level.
Even though fragment decoding looks very promising, it seems that – mathematically
speaking – there is a more intuitive way of calculating some of the probabilities that the
speci cation of fragment decoding introduced. is alternative calculation could not be
implemented trivially by extending the old fragment decoder, so the goal of thisMasters
project became twofold:

1. Build a decoder that can perform the ‘old’ types of decoding, but that is easier to
modify and maintain.

2. Revise the previously mentioned probability calculationsand modify the newly
built decoder to implement the new probability calculation.

e following two chapters give an introduction to speech recognition for readers with
no background in this eld of research. e aim is to arrive at fragment decoding so
we can make changes to that technique. e rst of the introductory chapters is called
‘preliminaries’ and consists of a rather formal deduction of the Viterbi algorithm. is
algorithm is the basis of many current speech decoding systems. Aer this chapter, the
reader should have a good feeling for the structure of the problem. We then procede to
look at the probability calculations involved, to arrive at fragment decoding, which also
involves a change to the original Viterbi algorithm.
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Aer this introduction, we extend the theory with a new way of calculating a certain
probability used in fragment decoding. Only the theory is presented in chapter four.
Although the result is a rather crude probability estimation, the calculation can be seen
as a framework that can be used in future research to yield better results. Some sug-
gestions are made about how the framework could be extended and how the current
calculation could be improved.

Chapter ve describes some of the more interesting implementation details of the de-
coder that was built to be able to implement the theory from chapter four. is chapter
is included mainly as a reference for those who need to modify the implementation in
the future. Also, the decoder implementation is one of the main results of this master’s
project, allowing a wide range of new experiments to be conducted in the future.

e last chapter of this thesis discusses some results obtained with the new decoder
and the new decoding strategy. For a fair comparison we rst conduct an experiment
that does not use the new probability calculation but that could not be done using the
old decoder. is result is compared to results from ‘classic’ fragment decoding. Finally,
results using the newprobability calculation are compared to the results obtained earlier.



Chapter 2

Preliminaries

e goal of this chapter is to formally de ne what Viterbi decoding is. We start with
some de nitions of functions and data structures that may be unknown to the reader or
that may be de ned in a to the reader unusual way. ese de nitions are very basic, but
even those who are already familiar with themmay want to take a brief look to get used
to the notation.
Aer that, a very short de nition of a hiddenMarkovmodel is given. e goal is to arrive
at a derivation of the Viterbi algorithm, which is used as a basis formanymodern speech
decoders. e reader should get a good feeling for what a decoding network represents
and what tokens in such a network represent. In the chapters aer this, we will be using
the decoding network and token representations tomodify existing algorithms, without
giving a formal deduction. We hope that this chapter gives sufficient background to
make such a formal deduction unnecessary.

2.1 De nitions
De nition 1 (Argmin)We de ne argmins∈S f(s) to return an element s ∈ S for which
f(s) is a minimal element of {f(s) | s ∈ S}. More formally:

argmin
s∈S

f(s) ∈ {s | s ∈ S ∧ ¬∃s′∈Sf(s′) < f(s)}

If we assume the existence of a strict complete ordering on S, then we can use a lexico-
graphical ordering to select a minimal element:

argmin
s∈S

f(s) = min{s | s ∈ S ∧ ¬∃s′∈Sf(s′) < f(s)}

De nition 2 (Directed acyclic graph (DAG))Adirected acyclic graph is a triple (N,E,C)
where

• N is a set of nodes.
• E ⊆ N ×N is a set of directed edges.
• C : E → R is a cost function that adds a weight to every edge.
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Furthermore, the graph contains no cycles. If reachability is expressed as the function r :
N ×N → B, de ned recursively as follows:

r(n, n′) = ∃(n,n′′)∈Nn′ = n′′ ∨ r(n′′, n′)

then in a DAG we have that r(n, n′)⇒ ¬r(n′, n).

De nition 3 (Preset, postset) e preset of a node n is the set of nodes that is has an
outgoing arc to n and is denoted •n. e postset of n is the set of nodes that n has outgoing
arcs to and is denoted n•.

De nition 4 (Path weight, shortest path)e weight of a path e1 · e2 . . . en through a
DAG is the sum of the edge weights

∑n
1 C(en). e shortest path from a node n1 to a

node n2 is the path from n1 to n2 with minimal weight. If a DAG has a single start node
and a single end node, one may speak of the shortest path through that graph, meaning the
shortest path from the start node to the end node.

2.2 HiddenMarkov models

Hidden Markov models (HMMs) are an important concept in speech recognition. A
Markov chain is a sequence of randomvariables for which every variable in the sequence
depends solely on its predecessor. More formally:

De nition 5 (Markov chain) A Markov chain of order n is a sequence of random vari-
ables x0 . . . xN for which

P (xt+1 = vt+1 |xt = vt, . . . , x0 = v0)
= P (xt+1 = vt+1 |xt = vt)

De nition 6 (HiddenMarkovmodel)AnHMM is a pair (Q,X) of sequences of random
variables, both sequences of the same length. In the rest of this document we will assume
that, unless otherwise stated, the length of these sequences is L. Q is a Markov chain that
is not observable. X is observable, and forQ and X, the following holds:

P (X = X) =
∑
Q

P (Q = Q)P (X = X |Q = Q)

Furthermore, each Xi is only dependent onQi, for all 0 ≤ i < L, as shown in gure 2.1.

In other words: an HMM models a situation in which you can observe a sequence of
events that is caused by a sequence of events that is a Markov chain.
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· · · =⇒ Qi−1 =⇒ Qi =⇒ Qi+1 =⇒ · · ·
⇓ ⇓ ⇓

Xi−1 Xi Xi+1

Figure 2.1: e dependencies in a hidden Markov model. a ⇒ bmeans that
random variable b depends on random variable a.

2.3 HMMs as nite graphs

For convenient notation we shall write P (x) for P (x = x), for any random variable x.
Additionally, since all our random variables are in fact sequences of random variables,
we use the following shorthand notation:

P (X = X |φ) =
L−1∏
i=0

P (Xi = Xi |φ ∧
∧
j<i

Xj = Xj)

Given anHMM (Q,X) and an observed sequenceX , wemight be interested in the state
sequence Q that caused us to observe X . Since Q is hidden, we will have to make an
informed guess about what it might have been. Our best bet is thatQ is the sequence Q̂
that is most likely to have generatedX . Formally:

Q̂ = argmax
Q

P (Q |X)

Using Bayes’ theorem, we can rewrite this to

Q̂ = argmax
Q

P (X |Q)P (Q)
P (X)

(2.1)

We can rewrite a part of equation 2.1 by using the fact thatQ has the Markov property:

P (X |Q)P (Q)

=
L−1∏
i=0

P (Xi = Xi |Qi = Qi ∧
∧
j<i

Xj = Xj)P (Qi = Qi |
∧
j<i

Qj = Qj)

= P (X0 = X0 |Q0 = Q0)P (Q0 = Q0) ·
L−1∏
i=1

P (Xi = Xi |Qi = Qi ∧
∧
j<i

Xj = Xj)P (Qi = Qi |Qi−1 = Qi−1)

Because all Xi are only dependent onQi, we may simplify this to

P (X0 = X0 |Q0 = Q0)P (Q0 = Q0)·
L−1∏
i=1

P (Xi = Xi |Qi = Qi)P (Qi = Qi |Qi−1 = Qi−1)
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De nition 7 (Emission probability, transition probability, speech prior) We assume
that P (Xi = x |Qi = q) and P (Qi = q1 |Qi−1 = q0) are both independent of i. Given
some value⊥ that does not to occur as a possible value for any element ofQ, we de ne an
emission probability pe and a transition probability pt as follows:

pe(x, q) = P (Xi = x |Qi = q)

pt(q0, q1) =
{
P (Qi+1 = q1 |Qi = q0), q0 6= ⊥
P (Q0 = q1), q0 = ⊥

Furthermore, we de ne the probability pp that we will call the speech prior probability,
as it will be used later to model the prior probability that an observation x is caused by
speech:

pp(x) = P (Xi = x)

With these de nitions we reformulate equation 2.1, de ning Q−1 to be equal to ⊥
(meaning that at time−1 there is no state information available).

Q̂ = argmax
Q

|Q|−1∏
i=0

pt(Qi−1, Qi) · pe(Xi, Qi)
pp(Xi)

(2.2)

e product term in this equation can be represented as a special type of DAG as de-
picted in gure 2.2. e formal de nition is given below.

De nition 8 (Trellis) Given an HMM (Q,X) with Q in some nite domain Q. e
trellis for this HMM with respect to an observation sequence X is de ned as the DAG
(N,C,−→) in which

• each state represents a proposition of the formQt = q. e set of states is de ned as

N = {nt,q | t ∈ N ∧ q ∈ Q} ∪ {n−1,⊥}

• e transition relation−→⊂ N ×N is given as

(nt,q −→ nt′,q′)⇔ (t = t′ − 1)

• e cost function C is given by

C(nt,q, nt′,q′) =


pt(q, q′) · pe(Xt+1, q

′)
pp(Xt+1)

, nt,q −→ nt′,q′

unde ned, ¬(nt,q −→ nt′,q′)

Because of the way we construct it, the paths of length k through a trellis represent all
possible hypotheses forQ, given an observation sequenceX of length k. We now assign
a value to each path through a trellis that is the same as the value of the product term
from equation 2.2.

De nition 9 (Path probability) e path probability p(π) of a path π = n0
p0−→

n1
p1−→ . . . pL−1−→ nL is

∏L−1
i=0 pi. Note that the path probability corresponds to the

probability of some state sequenceQ = [n0, n1, . . . , nL] in equation 2.2.
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.
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Figure 2.2: e product term from equation 2.2, represented as a graph. e
emphasized arc has a weight of pt(q0, q2) · pe(X1, q2).

Solving equation 2.2 now amounts to nding the best path of length |X| through the
graph. is can be done using theViterbi algorithm, that is described in the next section.
We will assume that all probabilities are given as negative log probabilities (i.e. a prob-
ability p is given as − log p). is is a widely used transformation that serves two pur-
poses:

• Probabilities can become really small as paths grow longer. To avoid oating point
under ow in implementations of search algorithms, log values are used since their
absolute value is much smaller.
• Using negative log values establishes that searching for the highest probability
means searching for the lowest path weight. is completes the transformation
to a regular shortest path problem.

2.4 Finding the shortest path

Exploiting the Markov property by using the fact that two partial paths that end in the
same state have the same future, we can describe nding the shortest path through a
trellis as follows.
We recursively de ne the set Si of shortest paths to any node of depth i. e shortest
path of length L is then given as the path π ∈ SL that has the lowest cost. e base of
the recursion is the start node of the trellis, n0.

S1 = {n0}

Let πi0 denote the pre x of length i of path π. We know that the shortest path π = πi0 ·n
leading to a node nminimizes c(π). From the de nition of c it can be seen that this is
equal to c(πi0)+C(πi, n). is must mean that πi0 minimizes c(πi0), or else c(π)would
not be minimal. In other words, πi0 is the shortest path to πi, and must therefore be in
Si. Using this, we can construct Si+1 from Si:

Si+1 = {

(
argmin

π∈{π′ |π′∈Si∧π′i∈•n}
c(π) + C(πi, n)

)
· n |n ∈ Si•}

= { argmin
π∈{π′·n |π′∈Si∧π′i∈•n}

c(π) |n ∈ Si•}
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To calculate the shortest path of lengthL through the graph, we calculate the minimum
cost path in SL.

πmin = argmin
π∈SL

c(π)

2.4.1 Token passing

Using the above speci cationwe can implement an algorithm that calculates the shortest
path through a trellis. e basic principle is to represent partial paths through the graph
by tokens thatmove through the graph along the edges. We rewrite the recursive relation
of the set Si from the previous section to an algorithm that deals with sets of tokens
rather than sets of partial paths.

Tokens are entities of type T that are situated in a node in the transition system and
that may carry information. In particular, every token represents a path. e following
operations regarding tokens are de ned:

Syntax Type Description
L[t] T → N Returns the node in which token t resides.
T[n] N → 2T Returns the tokens residing in a node n.
P[t] T → NN Returns the path the token represents.
V[t] T → R Returns c(P[t]) inO(1) time.

Let Ti be the set of tokens representing the paths in Si.

To calculateTi+1, we rst pass every token via all outgoing arcs of their current locations
to all successor nodes. Note that the value of the tokens changes when they change
location. We have now obtained a set of tokens T ′i

T ′i =
∪
t∈Ti

t′
∣∣∣∣∣∣

P[t′] = P[t] · n ∧
V[t′] = V[t] + C(L[t], n) ∧
L[t′] = n


representing the set of paths

S′i =
∪
π∈St

{π · n |n ∈ πt•}

We now delete all tokens for which ∃t′∈T[L[t]]V[t]′ < V[t], i.e. we choose the
best token in each location. is results in the set

Ti+1 =

{
argmin

t∈{t′ | t′∈T ′
i
∧P[t′]i+1=n}

V[t] |n ∈ {P[t]i+1 | t ∈ T ′i}

}

Substituting tokens for pathswe see that these tokens represent the following set of paths:{
argminπ∈{π′ |π′∈S′

i
∧π′
i+1=n}

c(π) |n ∈ {πi+1 |π ∈ S′i}
}

=
{
argminπ∈{π′ |π′∈S′

i
∧π′
i+1=n}

c(π) |n ∈ {πi+1 |π ∈
∪
π′∈Si{π

′ ·m |m ∈ π′i•}}
}

=
{
argminπ∈{π′ |π′∈∪

π′∈Si
{π′·m |m∈π′

i
•}∧π′

i+1=n}
c(π) |n ∈ Si•

}
= {argminπ∈{π′·n |π′∈Si∧π′i∈•n} c(π) |n ∈ Si

•}
= Si+1
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All this leads to a very simple algorithm to calculate the shortest path of lengthL through
a trellis given by its nodes N and start node n0. e pseudocode is given as algorithm
2.1. Readers with a background in computer science may notice that this algorithm
is in many ways very similar to Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm, with the difference
that we have special knowledge of the graph we are searching in, allowing us to discard
intermediate results and making it unnecessary to keep track of the ordering of path
weights to visited nodes. is knowledge will enable us to transform the graph to a
smaller one,making only a very small change to the algorithm, thus saving storage space.

Algorithm 2.1 e token pushing algorithm in pseudocode, calculating the shortest
path of length L through a trellis given by its nodesN and start node n0

T-P(N,n0, L)
1 S ← {(n0, n0, 0)}
2 for i← 1 to L
3 do S′ ← ∅
4 for each t in S
5 do for each n in L[t]•
6 do t′ ← new token
7 L[t′]← n
8 P[t′]← P[t] · n
9 V[t′]← V[t] + C(L[t], n)
10 S′ ← S′ ∪ {t′}
11 S ← ∅
12 for each n inN
13 do S ← S ∪ argmint∈T[n] V[t]
14 return argmint∈S V[t]

2.5 Reduction to a decoding network

Given a trellis, note that the weight of an arc from ni,s to ni′,s′ is given as a function of
i′, q and q′. Furthermore, all arcs in the trellis lead from a node ni,q to a node ni+1,q′ ,
i.e. when a token is moved from one node to another in the token pushing algorithm, it
ends up in a node where the value of i is one higher than it was in the previous node.

We now de ne T[t] = i′ for a token t, and rewrite the cost function C of the trellis
to

C(nx,q, nx′,q′ , i) =


pt(q, q′) · pe(Xi, q′)

pp(Xi)
, nx,q −→ nx′,q′

unde ned, ¬(nx,q −→ nx′,q′)

Algorithm 2.2 shows a revised version of the token pushing algorithm called the Viterbi
algorithm that uses this new de nition of C . Even though it seems we have only made
things more complicated for ourselves, this new algorithm has a big advantage over the
previous one: it allows time information to be omitted from the trellis, thus making it
a nite graph. Notice that the revised cost function C(nx,q, nx′,q′ , t) does not depend
on either x or x′.
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Notice also that the Markov property made us construct the trellis in such a way that

ni,q
c−→ nf(i),q′ ⇔ ni′,q

c−→ nf(i′),q′ , f : N→ N

Since we are not using time information anymore, all tokens ni,q can be rewritten to
nq . Now, all states with the same value for q have become indistinguishable (bisimilar).
Reducing the graph by identifying these states results in a decoding network as shown
in gure 2.3. Because this network is bisimilar to the original trellis, we can use the
V-T-P algorithm on it without problems, if and only if we do not
compare the values of tokens that have different values for t. However, the algorithm
considers only one tree level of the original in nite graph at a time and by construction,
t is unique in every tree level. erefore, no additional changes have to be made to the
algorithm.

.

.n⊥

.nq0

.nq2

.nq3

.nq4

Figure 2.3: e network in gure 2.2, transformed to a decoding network.

Algorithm 2.2 e Viterbi token pushing algorithm in pseudocode, storing time with
the tokens.
V-T-P(N,N0, L)
1 S ← {(n, n, 0, 0)|n ∈ N0}
2 for i← 1 to L
3 do S′ ← ∅
4 for each t in S
5 do for each n in L[t]•
6 do t′ ← new token
7 L[t′]← n
8 P[t′]← P[t] · n
9 V[t′]← V[t] + C(L[t], n,T[t])
10 T[t′]← T[t] + 1
11 S′ ← S′ ∪ {t′}
12 S ← ∅
13 for each n inN
14 do S ← S ∪ argmint∈T[n] V[t]
15 return argmint∈S V[t]



Chapter 3

Introduction to ASR

Most speech recognition systems nowadays make use of hidden Markov models to ex-
tract data from audio signals. For clean speech, these models perform reasonably well,
althoughLippmann [18] showed in 1997 thatmachine recognisers typicallymake around
10 times more mistakes than humans do. Although improvements have been made
since then, in noisy circumstances recognition performance is still less than perfect. Es-
pecially when the signal to noise ratio drops, or when the noise becomes less stationary,
it has proven difficult to keep recognition rates up to an acceptable level.

Various attempts have been made to improve the accuracy of recognition in noisy cir-
cumstances, some of which will be discussed in the following sections. Gales and Young
[13] discuss the use of HMMs in speech recognitionmore elaborately, also giving a good
overview of techniques that are not discussed in this introduction.

In this chapter we will take a quick look at some of the concepts that speech recogniser
algorithms are based on. We will look at the algorithmic aspect in particular – the exact
working of acoustic models will not be discussed as it is out of the scope of this thesis.
In [15] most of the topics in this introduction are discussed in more detail. Readers
interested in the signal processing aspect of speech recognition may wish to read [23,
16].

3.1 e speech recognition problem

All current speech recognition algorithms use a discrete time model. e input signal
is numerically encoded into a sequence of feature vectors Y (sometimes we will refer to
them as frames), usually by performing a short time Fourier transform on the source
signal or by processing the signal with a lter bank. e speech recognition problem
consists of nding a sequence of words, statistically or directly linked to a set of hidden
statesQ, such that P (Q |Y ) is maximized.

Each feature vector yt ∈ Y is assumed to be a noisy observation of speech that is has
a statistical relationship with some state qt. In other words, being in a state qt causes
observable speech xt. Together with any noise ξt that might in uence the source signal,
this adds up to the observed feature vector yt. Each state qt is dependent only on state
qt−1. is model is depicted in gure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: e observations yt are a combination of speech and noise. In
gray is depicted how a noise model can be tted in.

For ease of writing we de ne yt = xt⊕ ξt, with⊕ some operator that takes two feature
vectors and results in a feature vector that corresponds to the sum of the signals that the
operands correspond to. In the special case that there is no noise, i.e. yt = xt, it is clear
that the above model speci es a hiddden Markov model. In noiseless circumstances,
regular Viterbi decoding indeed yields very good results [14].

When the input signal is polluted by noise so that xt ⊕ ξt 6= xt, the problem becomes
a lot more difficult. In general, given yt, it is not clear what xt and ξt were, because the
signal that yt represents is simply the sum of the signals that xt and ξt represent.

Note that yt is not necessarily the component-wise sum of xt and ξt, i.e. ⊕ does not
necessarily represent the standard mathematical addition. If the two noise signals are
out of phase for a certain frequency band, the sum of the signals may actually have
a lower energy in that band than in either of the original signals, because the signals
cancel eachother out. Usually the assumption is made that⊕ can be treated as a normal
addition (which corresponds to the assumption that on average, the noise and signal
frequency components are 90 deg out of phase), although attempts have been made to
model this effect properly [17].

3.1.1 Noise models

Roughly speaking, there are two approaches to solve the problem of noisy input data.
e rst approach is to create a generative model for ξt, for instance by assuming that
ξt is dependent on some hidden state nt and treating the whole structure as an HMM
(this is depicted in gray in gure 3.1). Once we have a generativemodel, we can generate
an estimate ξ̂t and then we also have an estimate x̂t = yt 	 ξ̂t (where 	 is the inverse
of ⊕). Normal Viterbi decoding can then be performed on the sequence of estimates.
is technique is called spectral subtraction and can be used to improve performance of
regular Viterbi decoding of speech that is polluted by stationary background noise [4].
A number of other techniques have been developed that all rely on removing noise from
the data before it is passed on to the decoder.

More recently, this technique has been extended to deal with uncertainty of the noise
estimation. Rather than simply feeding x̂t = yt 	 ξ̂t into the decoder, x̂t is not a single
value but as a probability distribution expressing the degree of belief thatxt had a certain
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value. is method is called uncertainty decoding [12] and requires a different way of
calculatingP (Q |X), sinceX is now a sequence of probability distributions rather than
a sequence of xed energy values.

Anotherway of reducing the effect of noise is to use the following proportionality (which
assumes thatX and Ξ are independent):

P (X,Ξ |Y ) ∝ P (Y |X,Ξ)P (X)P (Ξ)

Rather than ndingX that maximizes P (X |Y ), we try to ndX andΞ that maximize
P (X,Ξ |Y ), using a speech model P (X) and a noise model P (Ξ). In practise, this
amounts to combining two HMMs, one for the speech and one for the noise. is tech-
nique is described in [26] and showed improvement in recognition results. However,
there are a few apparent drawbacks. Firstly, it is difficult to nd suitable data to train
the noise model. Trying to encode too many types of noise in a single, nite model will
result in a non-discriminative model, whereas limiting the types of noise will make the
decoder less robust.

3.1.2 Segmentations

Rather than specifying a model for the noise to be able to estimate P (X |Y,Ξ), we can
specify some knowledge S about the noise Ξ such that

P (X |Y,Ξ, S) ≈ P (X |Y, S)

In other words, we invent some S that is not quite a noise model, but that replaces it in
such a way that we can still give a good estimate for P (X |Y,Ξ). Figure 3.2 shows the
energy spectrums of a noise signal and a speech signal at some point in time. Note that
the energy levels are log compressed. We know that log(a + b) ≈ max(log(a), log(b))
if the difference of a and b is large enough.

.

.lo
g(
en
er
gy
)

.frequency

.speech .noise

Figure 3.2: e thick line represents speech energy, the thin line noise energy.
e lower frequencies are dominated by speech, the higher frequencies are
dominated by noise energy.

is implies – if we can assume that the differences in energy values of speech and noise
are large enough– that the spectrogramof the combined signalwill be verymuch like the
spectrogram of the speech signal in the frequency bands where speech dominates. On
the other hand, in the frequency bands dominated by a noise source, the spectrogram
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will look very much like the spectrogram of the noise. In practice, it truns out that this
assumption is true for most features [7].

With this in mind, we can choose S to consist of information about which features in Y
are dominated by speech energy. When comparing the spectrum to an acoustic model,
we can assume that the parts dominated by speech will match the model as usual, and
we can use the information that the speech energy in the other parts must be between
zero and the observed energy level. With that information we should be able to obtain
a good enough estimate for P (X |Y,Ξ).

We call S a segmentation hypothesis. In practice, it is very difficult to nd a segmenta-
tion that speci es which features in the spectrogram are coming from noise and which
are coming from speech, since we have no knowledge of the speech and noise sources.
However, we do know about some very basic properties that all sound signals may have,
like pitch continuity. We can use this to identify parts of the spectrum that come from
the same sound source. Using this information, we can assign a probability P (S) to a
segmentation hypothesis, rather than choosing a speci c one (which amounts to nd-
ing a segmentation with P (S) = 1). is generalisation is used in fragment decoding,
which is discussed near the end of this chapter.

e notion of segmentation can be further extended by not only specifying whether a
part of the spectrum comes from a single source, but also specifying the degree of belief
that this assertion is true. is extension is used in the ‘so’ versions of missing data
decoding and fragment decoding and will be discussed more elaborately later in this
chapter.

e advantage of using segmentations is apparent. Where proper noise models would
attempt to model all the detail in the energy spectrum of the noise source, a segmenta-
tion loses all this information and instead only keeps the detail in the speech-dominated
part of the spectrum.

Of course there are some drawbacks to this method, too. In order for this technique to
work,P (S)must be informative enough to give ‘good’ segmentation hypotheses the ad-
vantage over ‘bad’ segmentation hypotheses in which a lot of noise is marked as speech.
emore P (S) is like a uniform distribution (the ‘ atter’ it is), the more the system will
be relying on the acoustic models tting speech better than the background noise.

In order for the decoding to be tractable, all current decoders evaluate only a relatively
small number of segmentation hypotheses. e selection of segmentation hypotheses to
evaluate is made based on P (S). is distribution should therefore not be too at, be-
cause it then becomes likelier that ‘good’ segmentation hypotheses remain unevaluated,
thus overlooking the optimal solution to the problem.

3.2 Speech recognition using regular Viterbi decoding

As gure 3.1 shows us, the statistical dependencies in our speech model allows us to
use HMMs for speech decoding (compare gure 2.1). Most modern speech recognition
systems use HMMs as a basis. A base unit of speech is chosen for use as states in the
HMM (oen phones, phonemes or triphones) and acoustic models are trained for these
units. Given that we work withN -dimensional feature vectors, thesemodels are usually
N -dimensional multivariate Gaussian mixture models and their function is to calculate
the emission probability for a state to produce some input feature vector.
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eGaussianmixturemodels are assumed to have a diagonal-only covariance structure.
is restriction is there mainly because full covariance structures are computationally
very heavy, but is not as restrictive as it may seem since in theory, any covariance struc-
ture can be approximated with a mixture of sufficient independent components.

e transition probabilities from each state to each other state are de ned by a grammar,
which may be de ned in various different ways, including context-free grammars and
n-gram models1.

In missing data decoding and fragment decoding, feature vectors also contain informa-
tion on how much energy in each feature comes from the target speech and how much
is coming from noise. In this case we still use multivariate Gaussian mixture models,
but we evaluate them in a different way.

In the following few sections we take a closer look at different types of decoding. For
each type we specify how the emission probability pe(Y, q) of a feature vector Y given
a state q is evaluated.

Decoding under no-noise assumption

In regular speech recognition the statistical models assume that the feature vectors con-
tain all of the audio signal to be recognised (the speech) and nothing else, i.e. no noise.
A feature vector ~y is an array of spectrum band energy levels. Each state q has an asso-
ciated Gaussian mixture modelGq with diagonal covariance.

Gqi denotes the ith mixture in such a model, with an associated weight w(Gqi ). G
q
i j

denotes a single (univariate) Gaussian function. e emission probability2 for a feature
vector ~y given a state q is calculated as follows.

pe(~y, q) =
|Gq|−1∑
i=0

w(Gqi ) ·
|~y|−1∏
j=0

Gqi j(~yj)

Discrete missing data decoding

In missing data decoding, as rst described in [7], it is assumed that part of the input
signal is caused by noise, making some features more reliable than others.

Discrete missing data decoding uses a single segmentation hypothesis S – which is se-
lected out of all possible segmentation hypotheses before decoding starts – that is called
the missing datamask. In terms of probability calculations, we are no longer evaluating
equation 2.1, but instead are trying to nd the following:

Q̂ = argmax
Q

P (Q |Y, S)

1Sometimes, the base unit of speech is chosen larger (words) and encoded in small decoding networks.
In that case, the transition probabilities within these networks come from the training model. e gram-
mars function is then to specify the transition probabilities from the end node of such a small network to
any start node of any other small network, thus creating a larger decoding network.

2ename ‘emission probability’ is somewhatmisleading, since we are not calculating a probability here
but a probability density.
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Here, Y is a noisy observation. Reintroducing the clean speechX , we simply integrate
over all values thatX might have, given Y and S:

argmax
Q

∫
P (Q |X)P (X |Y, S) dX

Using Bayes’ theorem, we apply the same transformation as we did to nd equation 2.1.

argmax
Q

∫
P (X |Q)P (Q)
P (X)

P (X |Y, S) dX

= argmax
Q

P (Q)
∫
P (X |Q)
P (X)

P (X |Y, S) dX (3.1)

We know that P (X |Y, S) in this formula is zero for many X . We try to exploit this
fact by integrating only over the values for which this term does not evaluate to zero.
We de ne a set A admissable values for X to be values such that feature values in X
must be equal to feature values in Y where Y is dominated by speech, according to S.
Values of features in X that are hypothesised to be dominated by noise are unknown
and are assumed to be between zero energy and the observed energy level speci ed in
Y .
P (X |Y, S) can now be assumed to be proportional to P (X) for admissable values
of X , and zero otherwise. is assumption is equivalent to assuming that the data is
‘missing at random’, as described in [25]. Even though this assumption is unlikely to
be true – since low energy features are more likely to be masked by noise than high
energy features – missing data decoding produces reasonable results without modelling
the masking process.

P (X |Y, S) =
{
cS · P (X), X ∈ A
0, X /∈ A

e constant cS = 1∫
A
P (X) dX

is needed to make this into a proper distribution that

integrates to 1. We can now simplify our probability calculation, only integrating over
the rangeA because all other values evaluate to 0:

Q̂ = argmax
Q

·P (Q)
∫
A

cS · P (X)P (X |Q)
P (X)

dX

= argmax
Q

·P (Q)cS ·
∫
A
P (X |Q) dX

= argmax
Q

·P (Q)

∫
A P (X |Q) dX∫
A P (X) dX

(3.2)

is equation is very much like equation 2.1 again, except for the integrals. We will now
see how this translates into a different emission probability calculation. e new speech
prior value

∫
A P (X) dX is calculated similarly (because it can be approximated as the

emission probability of a single-state HMM) and is therefore not discussed separately.
Segmentation hypothesis S adds a mask value m(y) to each feature y that is 1 if the
features energy is hypothesised to be coming primarily from the target speech, or 0 if
the features energy is hypothesised to be coming primarily from a noise source. e
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emission probability is evaluated as follows, given a function pmd(f, g) that evaluates a
univariate Gaussian given a feature f and its mask.

pe(~y, q) =
|Gs|−1∑
i=0

w(Gqi ) ·
|~y|−1∏
j=0

pmd(~yj , G
q
ij

)

e pmd function must make a difference between features that were hypothesised to
be part of the speech and features that were assumed to be dominated by a noise source.
For the speech features, nothing changes. Given a function pm(f, g) that evaluates a
univariate Gaussian g given a background feature f , we can de ne pmd as follows:

pmd(y, g) =
{
g(y), m(y) = 1
pm(y, g), m(y) = 0

e integrals in equation 3.2 are evaluated on feature level, by integrating over all values
between zero energy and the observed energy.

pm(y, g) =
∫ y

0

g(y)

Intuitively, one can interpret pm as the function that averages over all energy values that
the clean speech feature could have had, given the observed noisy feature y. Notice
that this averaging means that all values evaluated by the integral are considered to be
equally likely. Uncertainty decoding [12] is the generalisation that makes some values
of y weigh heavier than others.

When the speech prior P (X) is a uniform distribution,
∫
A P (X) dX becomes the

product of all the integration ranges for missing features. Rather than evaluating the
division of integrals in equation 3.2, one can then evaluate

∫
A P (X |Q) dX instead by

changing the de nition of pm(y, g) to divide by the range of the integral3.

e above calculations are commonly used in literature onmissing data decoding. How-
ever, the alert reader may have noticed that sincem(y) = 0 means that more than half
of the energy is coming from a noise source, it would be more appropriate to integrate
over the range (l, ~yj2 ). Indeed, this would be mathematically more correct. However,
because of the fact that the noise signal may have cancelled out the source signal (as
noted in section 3.1), the assumption that the clean speech energy must be less than
the observed energy doesn’t hold in the rst place. Furthermore, the energy levels are
log-compressed, so the integration range is only

√
2 too large. erefore, changing the

integration range will only have signi cance at low energy levels. It does however make
sense to make the integration range as accurate and therefore as small as possible, as
explained in [10].

3In the implementation of the decoder, this division is always performed so that a speech prior model
may be le out. Because

∫
A P (X) dX is calculated using the same function pmd, this division gets can-

celled out by the same division in the prior probability calculation when a prior model is actually present.
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So missing data decoding

So missing data decoding [3] works the same as the discrete version, except that the
mask values can be anywhere between 0 and 1. ey represent our con dence that a
feature is dominated by the foreground or background, a value of 1meaning we are fully
con dent that this feature is dominated by the target source and a value of 0 meaning
we know for sure that this feature is dominated by a noise source. Instead of choosing a
method to evaluate a Gaussian with, we calculate the expected value of the sought-aer
probability distribution function given that there is anm(y) chance that the feature was
dominated by the target source:

pe(~y, s) =
|Gs|−1∑
i=0

w(Gsi ) ·
|~y|−1∏
j=0

(
pdf(~yj , Gsij ) ·m(~yj) + pm(~yj , Gsij ) · (1−m(~yj))

)

Using so masks rather than discrete masks shows signi cant improvement in perfor-
mance for missing data decoding. is is mainly because it is difficult to nd the ‘true’
discrete missing data mask – using an ‘oracle’ discrete missing data mask will score bet-
ter – and somasks provide away tomake these errors in uence the results less severely.
e disadvantage of using so masks is that the computational overhead increases be-
cause pm(y, g) is now calculated for every feature y rather than only for the features that
were marked as missing.

3.3 Fragment decoding: a more general framework

As a generalisation of missing data decoding, one can work with multiple segmenta-
tion hypotheses rather than with just the one. If the target speech contained in our
observation Y matches our acoustic models better than the noise, then the segmenta-
tion hypothesis that correctly distinguishes foreground and backgroundwill score better
than any other segmentation hypothesis. erefore, we adapt equation 3.1 to not only
search for a state sequence Q̂ that maximizes the score, but also a segmentation Ŝ that
maximizes the score when using Q̂ as a state sequence:

Q̂, Ŝ = argmax
Q,S

P (S |Y ) · P (Q)
∫
P (X |Q)
P (X)

P (X |S, Y ) dX (3.3)

e term P (S |Y ) is the probability of a segmentation hypothesis being correct, based
on the observed data. We will call this term the segmentation model. Initially, we will
assume that this term is a uniform distribution, i.e. that we cannot say which hypotheses
are more likely, just looking at Y . Later, we will be forced to re ne this distribution to
make the problem tractable.

Rather than creating a missing data mask before the decoding has started, the decision
to view a certain time-frequency pixel as foreground or background is delayed: both
paths are investigated and the path with the best score wins. Because we are looking at
more than one segmentation hypothesis, and because pe is dependent on S, running
the Viterbi algorithm for 2 hypotheses S1 and S2 amounts to decoding two instances of
the decoding network in parallel, one with emission probabilities pe((F,m(S1)), q) for
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states q and the other with emission probabilities pe((F,m(S2)), q). e best results
from the two networks are then compared and the best of the two is assumed to have
decoded with the best segmentation hypothesis.
is generalisation does not require us to change the computation of emission proba-
bilities, so this computation is the same as for missing data decoding.

3.3.1 Multiple tokens per node

Because the segmentation hypothesis of a token in the system never changes, we don’t
need to run the two nets in parallel. To reduce computational cost, we desire the decod-
ing network to be as small as possible. We use the same type of reduction as in section
2.5 by storing the segmentation hypothesis information with the tokens andmaking the
arc weights dependent on this token information. As long as we only compare tokens
with the same segmentation hypotheses, putting two tokens in the start node, one with
segmentation hypothesis S1 and one with hypothesis S2, will yield the same results. In
this case however we know that there are tokens with different segmentation hypotheses
in the system, so we have to adapt the Viterbi algorithm slightly.
We pass the set S of all hypotheses in the system as a parameter. Now when we compare
the tokens (using argmin), we compare only tokens that have the same hypothesis. e
resulting algorithm is shown as algorithm 3.1.

Algorithm 3.1 e Viterbi token pushing algorithm in pseudocode, storing time with
the tokens.
V-T-P-MS(N,N0, L,S)
1 T ← {(n, n, 0, 0)|n ∈ N0}
2 for i← 1 to L
3 do T ′ ← ∅
4 for each t in T
5 do for each n in L[t]•
6 do t′ ← new token
7 L[t′]← n
8 P[t′]← P[t] · n
9 V[t′]← V[t] + C(L[t], n,T[t])
10 T[t′]← T[t] + 1
11 H[t′]← H[t]
12 T ′ ← T ′ ∪ {t′}
13 T ← ∅
14 for each n inN
15 do T ← T ∪

∪
h∈S argmint∈T[n]∧H[t]=h V[t]

16 return argmint∈S V[t]

3.3.2 Pruning hypotheses: fragments

In its most general form, the algorithm would consider all possible combinations of
foreground / background assignments for individual pixels as the set of hypotheses. In
this case, a 2 second sample sampled at 100Hz using 64 frequency bands would generate
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212800 hypotheses. Clearly, such large numbers make the problem intractable. ere-
fore, we make a small selection out of these hypotheses that we will consider – in other
words, we re ne P (S |Y ) so that it is no longer a uniform distribution. Setting it to
zero for a large number of S will enable us to leave these hypotheses unevaluated.
Barker et al. [1] make this selection by grouping together clusters of pixels that can rea-
sonably be assumed to originate from the same source. Ma et al. [19] show that such
grouping can be automated by looking at which pitches occur in each frame of data and
by grouping together pitches that form smooth pitch tracks.
ese clusters are called fragments, hence the name ‘fragment decoding’. e seman-
tics of a fragment is that every pixel in that fragment must have the same foreground
/ background assignment. Hence, to decode an utterance with N fragments, only 2N

different hypotheses have to be investigated. In practice, the previously mentioned 2
second sample would have 30 to 40 fragments when the background noise is generated
by one other speaker.

3.3.3 Reducing computational cost

Even though 240 hypotheses is an incredible improvement from the 212800 that we
started with, it is still too large to be able to calculate all of it: even if we can process
one such hypothesis in 0.01 seconds, then it would still take almost 350 years to decode
those 2 seconds. To make the problem tractable, we consider three strategies. Splitting
and merging were rst introduced and more elaborately discussed in [1]. Pruning is a
technique that is applicable to many search problems and is described here only brie y.

Splitting

e Viterbi algorithm only compares tokens one time step at a time, in chronological
order. is means that two tokens that are in the same node (i.e. that have different
hypotheses) at time t will have the same score if their hypotheses have the same fore-
ground/background assignment for fragments that started in a frame before t. We can
therefore identify these tokens until we arrive at a time t′ in which their hypotheses
differ.
Instead of starting with 2N hypotheses (for N fragments), we start with only a single
token, and therefore a single hypothesis, in the start node. At every frame in which a
fragment starts, the tokens and hypotheses are duplicated, one receiving a hypothesis
that places the newly started fragment in the foreground, the other receiving a hypoth-
esis that places it in the background.
Note that this optimisation does not loose any information. All hypotheses are still eval-
uated, only some calculations are shared. Diagram 3.5.b shows how splitting identi es
hypotheses.

Merging

We can reduce the computational cost even further if we make the assumption that all
fragments are independent of each other.4 In other words, placing one fragment in the

4is is a sufficient, but not necessary condition: assuming the independence of just a few fragments
will also reduce the computational cost.
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foreground or the background will not in uence any decision to place another fragment
in the foreground or background.

In ‘classic’ fragment decoding this assumption holds. All hypotheses are considered to
be equally likely, so the probability of placing a fragment in the foreground (or back-
ground) is always equal to 0.5.

From this assumption it follows that when two hypotheses differ only in one group, one
of them can be eliminated aer processing the input for that group. In other words: we
only need to distinguish between two hypotheses as long as they differ in at least one
group.

We already noticed that it is not necessary to distinguish between hypotheses that do
not differ yet (by using the splitting technique), but we can now also avoid a lot of com-
putation by selecting the winning tokens out of pairs belonging to two hypotheses that
do not differ anymore. Diagram 3.5.c shows how merging identi es hypotheses.

Pruning

A completely different approach to reducing computational cost is pruning. Instead
of trying to reduce the number of hypotheses in the system, one can try to reduce the
number of tokens in the system based on their score. If it is guaranteed that the winning
token belongs to theN best scoring tokens at any given time during the decoding, then
we can safely discard all tokens except the best scoringN . Since every token has exactly
one hypothesis associated with it, the number of hypotheses is limited by the number of
tokens.

Pruning versus merging

Both the merging and pruning strategies are ways to reduce computational cost. Each
have their own advantages and disadvantages, shown in table 3.1.

From this table one might conclude that pruning is favourable, since it does not have
the requirement of independent fragments and its computational cost does not increase
exponentially in the number of simultaneously occurring fragments. However, the dis-
advantage of pruning is a rather large one: the smaller the pruning target is, the less
the token ordering may change over time5. Deviations from a linear increase can result
in information loss. Especially in systems with many hypotheses one may nd it hard
to smoothen local minima and maxima for single hypotheses. For instance, in gure
3.3, token t3 might be discarded in favour of t1 when compared halfway the utterance
(remember that we are trying to minimise the token score because we are working with
negative log probabilities).

One proposed solution for regular decoding is to change the pruning target dynamically
[6]. is approach is based on the fact that in regular decoding the token that shouldwin
(t1 in gure 3.3) typically ranks high shortly aer the start of the decoding. A similar
approach may be feasible for fragment decoding if the tokens in such systems behave
similarly.

5is is not entirely accurate since tokens split up. More accurate would be to say that the ‘ancestors’ of
the tokens in the nal frame must in each frame assume the same ordering as their descendants.
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Merging Pruning
Advantages

• Even though the computational cost
is decreased, the winner for each hy-
pothesis is still computed.

• Fragments need not be independent.

• ere is a xed upper bound to the
computational cost that is not in u-
enced by the number of fragments.

Disadvantages

• e computational cost increases ex-
ponentially with the number of simul-
taneously occurring fragments.

• Merging is only lossless if the gen-
erated fragments are independent
(limiting the expressive power of
P (S |Y ) as the number of fragments
increases).

• It is very difficult to guarantee that
the winning token will always belong
to the topN scoring ones.

Table 3.1: emain advantages and disadvantages of the merging and prun-
ing techniques.

3.3.4 Generating segmentations

Concluding this chapter, wewill take a brief look at how segmentations can be generated.
More elaborate descriptions can be found in [9, 8, 19]. e diagram in gure 3.4 shows
that the fragments are the result of a two-pass process.

First, the signal is analysed to nd the base pitches that are present at every point in time
(to this end, the signal is split up in overlapping parts that correspond to the feature
vectors). e result of this pitch estimation is that a set of at most four pitch estimates
is associated with each frame of data. An example of these pitch estimates is shown in
gure 3.6.b.

Frequencies around these pitches and their overtones are grouped together, forming
spectral groups. Each spectral group corresponds to a number of features in the ratemap.
e strongest pitch in a frame gets a single spectral group associated with it, the other
pitches and their spectral groups are grouped together to form one single group. Figure
3.6.c. shows the spectral groups for the ratemap in gure 3.6.a.

As a last step, the fragments are formed by joining together spectral groups that have
pitches that form a smooth pitch track. is can be done using a statistical model for
pitch changes or by using a set of rules that determine whether pitches are part of the
same pitch track. e result is a smaller set of larger fragments, as shown in gure 3.6.d.
ese fragments together form the segmentation.
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Figure 3.3: ese lines represent token scores over time. When pruning, the
localminima andmaximamay cause the decoder to discard thewrong tokens.
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Figure 3.4: e generation of fragments is done in two phases.
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Figure 3.5: e box at the top represents a ratemap with groups de ned in it
(the coloured areas). e graphs below it show which hypotheses are in the
system over time. Coloured circles show which fragments were placed in the
foreground of a segmentation hypothesis, represented in the graph by a (par-
tial) path. Diagram (a) shows the unoptimised case, in which all hypotheses
are processed in parallel. Diagrams (b) and (c) show how the number of hy-
potheses in the system can be reduced by using splitting and merging.
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(a)e spectrum of the utterance.
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(b)e pitches detected in the utterance. Large circles are the pitches that are the
strongest in each frame, small circles are the weaker pitches.

(c)e spectral groups with which the pitches in (b) are associated.

(d)e fragments, generated from the spectral groups and pitch tracks.

Figure 3.6: e creation of fragments for the utterance ‘place white at j eight
now’, spoken by a male speaker and obfuscated by an utterance of the same
speaker at -6 dB SNR.
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Chapter 4

Generalised fragment decoding

Fragment decoding, as discussed in the previous chapter, has proven to give rather good
recognition results in noisy circumstances. e technique is very robust in the sense that
it does not make many assumptions about the background noise. ere are however a
few aspects that intuitively one feels could be improved.

Firstly, the P (S |Y ) term in equation 3.3 is currently de ned to be constant for all S
in a certain subdomain and zero otherwise. Because of the way this subdomain is con-
structed, the segmentation hypothesis that interprets all observations as background
noise and the hypothesis that interprets all observations as speech both have the same
probability, regardless of the observation. It seems unlikely that we would not be able
to express a preference.

is also means that the shape of fragments is in uenced only by pitch information, i.e.
a selection is made from the entire set of segmentation hypotheses based on only pitch
information. is selection process is the implementation of a very coarse estimate of
P (S |Y ) . Wewould like to re ne the segmentationmodel tomake less strong decisions
based on such relatively weak evidence.

Secondly, the assumption that fragments are independent of each other is not very real-
istic. For example, if a fragment with a very low pitch is chosen as foreground at some
point, it is not very likely that another fragment should be placed in the foreground if
its pitch is four times as high. is again comprises a re nement of the segmentation
model.

By replacing the old fragments with a more exible de nition of P (S |Y ) , the word
‘fragment’ becomes less meaningful. As we will see, fragments as such are not strictly
necessary anymore, even though something similar is still used in the implementation
we present here. Because we are moving away from strictly de ned fragments, we have
dubbed this new technique generalised fragment decoding.

4.1 Breaking down the fragments

In the traditional fragment decoding process, fragments are generated by grouping to-
gether spectral groups, thus de ning P (S |Y ) . We now de ne this probability in an
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pitch
estimation

+
spectral
grouping

filterbank

decoderwaveform
data

spectral groups

with pitch estimates

ratemaps

Figure 4.1: In the revised decoding process, temporal grouping of spectral
groups is le to the decoder.

entirely different way, and implement it in such a way that we do not need to create
fragments from the spectral groups.
Instead, we use the spectral groups much in the same way as we previously used frag-
ments, except that we also make the pitch information associated with each group avail-
able to the decoder. e diagram in gure 4.1 shows that the pitch tracking block from
gure 3.4 is no longer there.

Notice that although we have removed the pitch tracking component, P (S |Y ) is still
not a uniform distribution. e spectral groups still allow the decoder to generate only
a subset Sg of the domain of segmentations S (in which every feature can be assigned
to either foreground or background). From here on we will interpret the segmentation
model as a distribution over Sg , rather than over S itself. is can be done because
P (S |Y ) is zero when S /∈ Sg .
In theory, one would not need to maintain the spectral groups. Simply assigning pitch
estimates to single features would theoretically work equally well. However, this would
give rise to the creation of 264 segmentation hypotheses every frame for each existing
hypothesis, for 64-channel data. e current spectral grouping mechanism outputs at
most 2 groups per frame, thus multiplying the number of hypotheses by at most 4 every
frame.
Having removed most of the segmentation model, we now want to reintroduce it inside
the decoder. Since the decoder is providedwith pitch estimates for each group, and since
the feature vectors are also available, the decoder has a rather accurate description of
the observation (Y ) to work with. For now, we will make the decoder add in aP (S |Y )
term that is only based on pitch information, however in theory, one could use other
information as well. e next section tries to nd a simple (and therefore probably
crude) estimate for P (S |Y ) that can be computed within the decoder.
Because we make use of the fact that each fragment in the decoder is a spectral group
and therefore has a pitch associated with it, we will call them ‘groups’ in the next section.

4.2 A new segmentation model

For optimal decoding results, the segmentation that places a feature in the foreground
when it is dominated by the speech signal and that places it in the background when it
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is dominated by noise should be assigned a probability of 1 and all other segmentations
should be assigned a probability of 0. We call this segmentation the oracle segmentation.
Given is a segmentation hypothesis that we shall interpret as amappingS : G→ Bwith
G = {g0, . . . , gn} a set of groups and B = {fg, bg} a set of values indicating whether
a group is placed in the foreground (i.e. is hypothesised to be speech) or background
(hypothesised to be noise). Since we do not have any information about the clean speech
signal or the clean noise signal, we try to estimate the probability of S being the oracle
segmentation, which is interpreted as a random variable S, given the observation Y .
We will only use measurements of differences in pitch and of pitch accelleration, that we
will group in a set Δ for now. We use P (g0) as a shorthand for P (Ŝ(g0) = S(g0)). We
can express this basis as follows:

P (S |Y ) = P (g0 . . . gn |Δ)

e above expression can be factorized as follows:

P (g0 . . . gn |Δ) = P (g0 |Δ)P (g1 . . . gn | g0,Δ)
= P (g0 |Δ)P (g1 | g0,Δ)P (g2 . . . gn | g0, g1,Δ)
...

=
n∏
i=0

P (gi | g0 . . . gi−1,Δ)

We apply Bayes’ theorem and rewrite the product term to
n∏
i=0

P (Δ | g0 . . . gi)P (gi | g0 . . . gi−1)
P (Δ | g0 . . . gi−1)

We assume that all foreground / background assignments gi are independent of any
other assignment gj .
We also assume the existence of a function dep : Δ→ 2G such that dep(δ) de nes the
set of group assignments that δ depends on, for all δ ∈ Δ. We then de ne the set Δi

as the set of observations that depend on gi: Δi = {δ | δ ∈ Δ ∧ i ∈ dep(δ)}. With
the additional assumption that all observations in Δ are independent, we can simplify
the above expression because some of the terms occur in both the denominator and
numerator of the division.

n∏
i=0

P (Δi | g0 . . . gi)P (gi)
P (Δi | g0 . . . gi−1)

Assuming P (g = fg) = P (g = bg) = 0.5 for all g, this can be rewritten to

c ·
n∏
i=0

P (Δi | g0 . . . gi)
P (Δi | g0 . . . gi−1)

Since all hypotheses have this c term, it can be omitted without in uencing the decoding
results.
To simplify this even further, we assume that if not all group assignments on which
an observation depends are known, the probability of that observation is distributed
uniformly.

∀δ∈Δ (G′ ⊂ dep(δ))⇒ (P (δ |G′) = P (δ)) (4.1)
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Because of this assumption, P (Δi | g0 . . . gi−1) becomes constant and can be included
in c. We already assumed that all observations are independent, so we can also turn the
numerator into a product term. If we know that dep(δ) ⊆ {g0, . . . , gi} for all δ ∈ Δi,
then this is what remains to be calculated:

c ·
n∏
i=0

∏
δ∈Δi

P (δ | g0 . . . gi)

In practice, we have multiple pitch estimates per group, one of which is assumed to be
accurate. is leads to having multiple sets Δi that are considered to have the same
chance of being accurate observations. Let these sets be stored in the set D, then the
nal calculation can be expressed as the formula below.

P (S |Y ) ≈ c ·
n∏
i=0

∑
Δi∈D

∏
δ∈Δi

P (δ | g0 . . . gi)

In short, we recap all the assumptions we made to arrive at this result.

1. Group assignments are independent of each other, i.e. solely dependent on the
observations.

2. Observations are independent of each other.

3. ere is a function dep(δ) that yields the entire set of group assignments that
depend on observation δ.

4. e distribution of P (δ | dep(δ)) is known, but that of P (δ |G ⊂ dep(δ)) is not
(and is therefore modelled as a uniform distribution).

We can now ll in the details. We know the starting time of all the groups, so we can
order them chronologically. We have two types of observations, for both of which we
can de ne the dep function:

• For a pitch difference δ ∈ Δ, dep(δ) is the pair of groups that belong to the pitches
of which δ is the difference.
• For a pitch acceleration δ ∈ Δ, dep(δ) is the triple of groups that belong to the
pitches for which δ speci es the pitch acceleration.

e last assumption is a bit tricky: we do know P (δ | dep(δ)) if all groups in dep(δ)
are assigned the foreground hypothesis, because we can train a model on clean speech.
However, we also need models when not all groups are placed in the foreground. Cur-
rently, we approximate the distribution given a foreground hypothesis with a single
Gaussian. is makes it easy to improvise distributions given other group assignments,
by assuming that pitches caused by noise are uniformly distributed over the entire range
of pitches that the detection routine might detect. Because these distributions are con-
volutions of wide uniform distributions and/or Gaussians, we approximate them by a
wide Gaussian distribution.
e assumption that P (δ |G ⊂ dep(δ)) is unknown does not hold entirely (one could
in theory model this distribution), but one can assume that such distributions do not
contain much information because they are strongly in uenced by the previously men-
tioned convolutions.
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4.3 Consequences

e new segmentation model introduces two problems.

Because we de neP (S |Y ) as a function that takes information about the fragments (or
groups) in S as arguments, the fragments are not independent anymore. is means we
cannot use merging as we did before, because merging relies on all fragments being
independent of eachother. Now this is not the case, two segmentations that mark the
same fragments as speech at one time frame may still produce different probabilities
because their history is different.1 e proposed function only uses a nite history of
two frames, so in theory one could merge two frames aer a group has ended.

Another consequence is that dynamic (delta) features become even more troublesome
than they were. Dynamic features give a measure of change in energy levels in a certain
frequency band. ey are calculated using static features in the same frequency bands at
different time frames. Delta features can be processed in the same way as static features.
We can still treat delta features in the same way as for fragment decoding, as described
in [2]. However, our fragments now do not span multiple frames. Previously, delta
features on the boundaries of fragments were simply marked as missing. is was done
because when a fragment close to such a feature was hypothesised to be background, the
feature becomes ill-de ned (because dynamic featuresmodel changes in the spectrumof
a speech signal, unpolluted by noise [3]). With the spectral groups as fragments, all delta
features would be marked as missing when using this method. To be able to use delta
features again, a missing data mask for deltas must be generated during the decoding,
based on the segmentation hypothesis information. e trouble here is, however, that
delta features at time t are calculated from static features at frames before and aer t.
is means that the delta mask for a certain frame can only be computed a few frames
aer the static mask for that frame has been computed. It may prove to be troublesome
to nd a solution to this problem that does not effectively turn the decoder into a two-
pass system.

1Even thoughwe speak about ‘history’ here, the concept of time is only introduced into themathematical
model by the factorization of P (g0 . . . gn |Δ) in the previous section. Strictly speaking, the probabilities
calculated in some time frame t could therefore depend on decisions to be made in the future. However, it
seems to make sense to use this concept of time – and it certainly makes it easier to implement.
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Chapter 5

Decoder implementation

During my graduation period, I have written a fragment decoder that implements the
techniques described in the previous chapter. Because the implementation of the decoder
was far from trivial – and demanded so much time that the generalised fragment decod-
ing probability calculations had to remain a coarse estimate – I have decided to include a
chapter that discusses some of its details.

From the rst chapter it may seem that a Viterbi decoder is simply an implementation
of a shortest path algorithm. True this may be, a naive implementation has little chance
of being fast, scalable and modi able. In the rst section of this chapter, the most im-
portant design decisions are discussed. e sections aer that will cover some of the
more complicated implementation details.

is chapter was written partly to show what efforts have been made to make the new
decoder suitable for future use in research, and partly as a reference for those who want
tomodify the soware. erefore, some parts of this chaptermay seem to go deeper into
implementation details than seems relevant from a research perspective, and conversely
some parts may emphasise some theoretical matters more than one would expect from
a user manual.

5.1 Aim

Although the building of the new decoder was decided upon when it became clear that
it would be impossible to implement generalised fragment decoding by extending the
old decoder that had been used for researching fragment decoding in the last few years,
there were a few more reasons that made building a new decoder worthwhile.

e decoder used in the last few years was originally designed as amissing data decoder,
able to deal with a single segmentation – the missing data mask. e original missing
data decoder was built in such away that every node in the decoding network had a ‘slot’,
a reserved bit of free space, for a token. To deal with fragment decoding, the number
of slots was extended and the slots were processed in a xed order every frame. e
number of slots would be doubled every time a new fragment was encountered, and
halved every time a merge operation was performed. In particular, if no merging was
performed, this meant that memory use increased exponentially with the number of
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fragments, even if the number of tokens in the system stayed constant. Also, every node
in the decoding network was processed at every frame, regardless of whether it held
tokens or not.

All in all, therewas a lot that could be improved upon. emost important requirements
to the new decoder were decided to be the following.

• e decoder is meant for research, and must therefore be easy to adapt.
• e decoder must be able to do everything the old decoder can do.
• e decoder must be able to do fragment decoding without merging.
• e decoder must be extended to be able to do generalised fragment decoding.
• e decoder must be compatible with the old decoder (i.e. must accept the same
data structures).

e choice was made to go for an object-oriented design to be able to easily change the
way the decoder works in future research. To keep the speed as high as possible, the
decoder processes only nodes with tokens in them. In missing data decoding, pruning
was not necessary, so this would not have made a big difference. In fragment decoding
pruning is oen needed, leading to a decoding network sparsely lled with tokens.

To make the new decoder compatible with the old decoder, it was encapsulated in an
object for use with CTK, the CASA Toolkit project that was developed at the University
of Sheffield [21].

Old New
Fragment decoding X X
Delayed merge X X
Regular decoding X X
Missing data decoding X X
Pruning X X
Generalised fragment decoding X

Table 5.1: Features supported by the old and the new decoder. Gray check-
marks denote poor support.

Table 5.1 shows the features implemented by the new decoder. It is compared to the old
fragment decoder, which supported regular decoding andmissing data decoding only by
using specially constructed segmentations and con dence maps. Full support for these
two decoding techniques was only offered through two separate CTK components.

e old decoder only partially supported pruning, because it implemented splitting by
effectively duplicating the decoding network. is meant that when no merging was
performed, the memory use grew exponentially.

5.2 HTKHMMde nitions

Awidely used format to storeHMMde nitions in is the format that theHiddenMarkov
Model Toolkit (HTK), developed at Cambridge University, uses [28]. e decoder is
able to load these les (up to version 3.1) using a so-called recursive descent parser.
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e parser loads the complete datastructures, but the decoder does not currently use
multiple data streams and only uses multivariate gaussian mixtures with diagonal co-
variances. Other covariance structures will be loaded, but are not recognised by the
decoder.

e HTK le loader supports loading of tied-mixture systems, i.e. systems that share
mixture de nitions, but the decoder component does not, so the advantage is lost.

An HMMde ned in an HTK le always has a start node and and end node that have no
Gaussian mixture associated with it. ey are called nonemitting nodes or glue nodes
and are used by the grammar component to connect the HMMs. In a later section we
describe how to deal with glue nodes in the Viterbi algorithm.

5.3 CTK block structure

For compatibility reasons, the decoder was written as a component of the CASA Toolkit
(CTK), developed at the University of Sheffield. CTK provides an easy way to link to-
gether standard components to performmore complicated tasks. Each component may
have parameters, inputs and outputs. Each component converts input to output. e
way in which this is done may be in uenced by adjusting the parameters.

HTK ParserGrammar Parser

Decoder (CTK)

HMM Decoder

Acoustic

Models

(HTK)

Speech

Prior

(HTK)

Grammar

(pseudo

BNF)

ratemap

mask

(4x) groups

(2x) bounds

Log

File

Figure 5.1: egeneral structere of the decoder component. CTK component
parameters are not shown. e grey area depicts the CTK environment, below
the dotted line is the le system.

Figure 5.1 shows the decoder block. It has 8 inputs and no outputs (in CTK-terms),
although 4 of the inputs contain group information and 2 contain integration bounds
for missing data decoding. It has 4 links to the le system. e parameters of the block
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.

.IHMMCollection .INodeFactory

.Grammar .HTK HMMCollection .Decoder

.HMMDecoderBlock

Figure 5.2: A (partial) inheritance and usage diagram. Solid lines represent
inheritance, dotted lines represent usage.

are not shown, but include the le names of the 4 les shown and include settings on how
to interpret the input. e inputs and parameters are described in detail in appendix A.

e HMM decoder uses a decoding network generated by the grammar parser compo-
nent, which in turn uses HMM de nitions generated by the HTK parser component.

5.3.1 Operation

e CTK block uses a Grammar object to load a grammar, and aHTK HMMCollection
object to load HMM de nitions from an HTK le. e loaded objects are cached to
allow for efficient processing when using CTK’s batch mode, in which the block can be
initialised more than once with different values. When everything is still in cache, the
decoder is only cleaned, rather than rebuilt.

In general, building a decoder is done in three steps:

1. Create a Decoder object d.

2. Obtain an HMM h from an object that implements the IHMMCollection inter-
face. is object must have created its HMM nodes by calls to d’s INodeFactory
interface.

3. Use d.SetStartNode(h.begin) and d.SetEndNode(h.end) to de ne which HMM the
decoder must decode.

We use interface classes to make it easy to implement additional ways of loading HMM
les. For instance, in the current implementation, we rst load HMM de nitions from

anHTKde nition le. enwe load aGrammar object that combines theseHMMs into
a larger HMM, and we initialise the decoder with an HMM provided by theGrammar’s
IHMMCollection interface. Figure 5.2 depicts the relationships between the classes in-
volved.

Aer the decoder is set up, the HMMDecoderBlock receives data every frame, that is
passed directly to the Decoder object. Logging is performed by theHMMDecoderBlock
itself, using data from the actual decoder as well as self-provided information such as
time measurement.
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5.4 Grammar

To generate a decoding network, HMMs from HTK de nition les are linked together
using a grammar. is grammar is given in Backus-Naur Form (BNF) extended with
some short forms. Each terminal symbol in the grammar is associated with an HMM
de ned in an HTK de nition le. A more elaborate description of the grammar lan-
guage is given in appendix B.

Grammars are parsed usingDijkstra’s shunting yard algorithm [11] into an abstract syn-
tax tree, which is simpli ed according to a few simple rules.

1. 〈〈x〉〉 → 〈x〉
Any group (denoted above with 〈〉) that has a group of the same kind as a child
element is removed. For instance, a repetition of a repetition of an expression
{{a}} is transformed to {a}.

2. o1 ⊕ o2 ⊕ . . .⊕ . . . on → f⊕(o1, o2, . . . , on)
e binary operators (parallel or alternative composition, denoted above with⊕)
are transformed to their n-ary counterparts.

3. 〈[x]〉 → [〈x〉]
A group containing an optional expression x becomes an optional group con-
taining x. For instance, {[a]}, meaning ‘one or more times optionally do a’, is
transformed to [{a}], meaning ‘optionally, do a one or more times’.

4. f|(o1, o2, . . . , [oi], . . . , on)→ [f|(o1, o2, . . . , on)]
An alternative composition containing an optional element becomes optional it-
self.

It is easy to see that these transformations alter the semantics of the syntax tree. How-
ever, these rules transform the expression into an expression that is trace equivalent, i.e.
that produces the same sequences of terminals, which is all we are interested in. e use
of this transformation will be explained shortly.

e transformed expression is used to construct a decoding network from prede ned
HMM de nitions. ese de nitions contain a start node and an end node that have
no semantics in the HMM, but that are used to link them together. ese nodes are
called glue nodes. e construction of a decoding network is very intuitive, and is only
illustrated with an example in appendix B.

By applying these transformation rules, we can guarantee that there are no cycles in glue
nodes. Note that this does not mean there cannot be cycles in the entire graph – we only
know that any connected set of glue nodes does not contain cycles. is property will
prove important when we look at how glue nodes are handled in the Viterbi algorithm.

5.5 e decoder algorithm

Once the CTK decoder block has set up a decoding network for the decoder, the de-
coding can start. First, an initialisation routine has to be called that places a fresh to-
ken (with a fresh hypothesis) in the start node. en, for every frame of data d, De-
coder.ProcessFrame is called.
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First, the missing data masks for each hypothesis that is still used by some token in the
system are constructed in a tree structure on the heap, using as little memory as pos-
sible. Internally, the decoder keeps track of a list ActiveGroups storing groups that are
considered to be ‘active’, i.e. which groups may occur in a group mask. Each hypothesis
nds its way from the root to a leaf node based on the foreground/background assign-

ment of the groups in this list. is means that some hypotheses may share the same
leaf node.

. .r .

. . .c
.4.3

.2

.

. .a
.4

.3

. .b.4.̄3

.̄2

.1
.r .

. .c
.4

.2

. .a, b
.4.̄2

.1

Figure 5.3: To the le, the hypotheses are parsed with ActiveGroups=
{1, 2, 3, 4}, to the right with ActiveGroups= {1, 2, 4}.

Example 1 Given are three hypotheses a = 12̄34, b = 12̄3̄4, c = 1234, where x ∈
N means a hypothesis places group x in the foreground, and x̄ means it places it in the
background. Processing these hypotheses with different values forActiveGroupswill result
in different tree structures, as shown in gure 5.3.

If a hypothesis is the rst to arrive at a certain leaf node, it associates data d′ with it,
which contains a reference to frame data d. Additionally, it creates a missing data mask
in d′ based on the group information in d and its foreground/background assignment.
e feature data in d and the missing data mask in d′ together form the observed data
y. Finally, the speech prior score pp(y) (see de nition 7) is calculated for this data and
stored in d′.

If a hypothesis reaches a leaf node that already contains data, it simply obtains a reference
to that data.

e technique of sharing data between hypotheses provides a great performance im-
provement because there are typically no more than 4 groups active at the same time.
is means only 24 = 16 calculations are done, rather than one calculation for each
hypothesis. At a pruning target of 6000 tokens, it is not uncommon to have frames in
which the number of hypotheses grows larger than 3000.

Hypotheses that are not used by any token are removed from the system, since they are
no longer necessary.

When all the data for the hypotheses is set up, the tokens in the network get copied to
the postset of the node they are in by a call to PT. When this is done, this
frames data is not used anymore, so the tree structure r can be freed.

Finally, the pruning algorithm is called, aer which there are no more tokens in the
system than the pruning target speci es.
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Algorithm 5.1e processing of one frame of data.

D::PF(d)
1 r ← Root of binary tree
2 for each hypothesis h
3 do if h.used
4 then h.PF(r, d,ActiveGroups)
5 else delete h
6 PT()
7 Free all nodes in r
8 P()

5.6 Token passing

One of the requirements for the new decoder was that the decoding time should be
mainly determined by the number of tokens in the system. erefore, algorithm 3.1 is
slightly adapted. Because all operations on tokens in the same node are always the same,
the system keeps track of non-empty nodes and processes these, rather than processing
all nodes in every frame.

Algorithm 5.2 Pseudo-code for the implementation of the token pushing algorithm.

D::PT()
1 l← |ActiveNodes|
2 while l > 0
3 do n← ActiveNodes.P()
4 n.PT()
5 l← l − 1

Algorithm 5.2 shows the general idea of how to pass tokens. All nodes containing tokens
(listed inActiveNodes) are instructed to push their tokens along. Nodes receiving tokens
push themselves onto the front of the ActiveNodes list. When a node receives tokens,
it compares them to all tokens it received earlier in the same frame. If a token with
hypothesish comes in and for this hypothesis a better scoring tokenwas already received
this frame, it is ignored. Otherwise, a copy of that token is stored.

5.6.1 Glue nodes

As explained in section 5.4, the decoding network that was created has glue nodes in it,
that do not de ne states in the HMM, but are merely used to connect smaller networks
to form a larger one. In theory, one could do without glue nodes – one can always
construct a networkwithout glue nodes that is trace equivalent in the sense that it de nes
the same paths through HMM states. However, networks without glue nodes would
become substantially larger, so the glue nodes are kept.

e problem with the glue nodes is that they do not have the same semantics as regular
nodes. A regular node represents a state st of the HMM that the decoding network is
solving, a glue node only represents a transition fromone state to the other. In particular,
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a regular node represents a time t, where a glue node is the transition between two states
that requires no time at all.
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Figure 5.4: A sample decoding network. Glue nodes are coloured gray. e
numbers in the glue nodes are glue tree levels.

As an example we take the network depicted in gure 5.4. If at time t the start node sb
contains a token, then at time t+1 both s1 and s3 must have received it. In other words:
passing the token through the glue nodes must take no time.

Similarly, if at some time t the states s2 and s4 contain tokens, then all of these tokens
must have been compared and the winner(s) stored in se at time t+ 1.

e network in gure 5.4 is generated from the expression [{a}|{b}], given that a and
b generated networks consisting of two self-looping emitting nodes and a start and end
glue node. sb and se have been added just to make it a bit more interesting. e trans-
formations described in section 5.4 have been applied, so we know that when we leave
out all emitting nodes, the resulting network contains no cycles, i.e. all glue nodes are
part of some directed acyclic graph of glue nodes. is means that we can de ne a ‘node
level’ for glue nodes that is the distance to the nearest emitting node. If we push all to-
kens out of the glue nodes one node level at a time, starting at the highest level, we have
pushed all tokens out of the glue nodes again.

To keep track of which tokens end up in glue nodes of certain node levels, we transform
ActiveNodes from a single set of active nodes to a set of bins to which nodes report when
they receive a token. Emitting nodes report to bin number 0, glue nodes report to the
bin number corresponding to their node level (node levels are shown as white numbers
in the glue nodes of the network in gure 5.4).

We revise algorithm 5.2 so that aer pushing tokens to the next nodes, the tokens that
ended up in glue nodes are pushed to the next emitting node. is is done by rst
pushing all tokens in emitting nodes, and then pushing the tokens in glue nodes, one
level at a time, starting at the highest tree level. e result is algorithm 5.3.

5.6.2 Avoiding unneeded copying

When passing many tokens in decoding network with a high average vertex degree,
it is not very efficient to simply copy tokens to the next node and update them. For
a node with n incoming arcs, n tokens are copied while only one of them is kept –
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Algorithm 5.3 Token pushing, revised to deal with glue nodes.

D::PT()
1 l← |ActiveNodes[0]|
2 while l > 0
3 do n = ActiveNodes[0].P()
4 n.PT()
5 l← l − 1
6 for b← |ActiveNodes| − 1 down to 1
7 do for each n ∈ ActiveNodes[b]
8 do n.PT()
9 ActiveNodes[b]← ∅

the others are deleted immediately. Also, for a node with only one outgoing arc, one
token is copied even though the token could have just changed ownership. Unnecessary
copies can in uence the speed of the soware signi cantly, especially as the number of
tokens grows big. Also, memory consumptionwill needlessly grow larger. erefore, we
invest some processing power in doing a handshake between tokens and nodes before
the tokens are copied or moved.

Instead of copying and updating tokens to the next node, pushing is implemented in
such a way that the copying and updating only takes place when all comparisons have
been made and it is clear which tokens will survive.

Algorithm 5.4e revised, 3-phase token pushing algorithm.

D::PT()
1 l← |ActiveNodes[0]|
2 for each n ∈ ActiveNodes[0]
3 do n.PT()
4 while l > 0
5 do n = ActiveNodes[0].P()
6 n.CU()
7 l← l − 1
8 for b← |ActiveNodes| − 1 down to 1
9 do for each n ∈ ActiveNodes[b]
10 do n.EP()
11 n.PT()
12 for each n ∈ ActiveNodes[b]
13 do n.CU()
14 ActiveNodes[b]← ∅
15 for each n ∈ NonEmptyNodes
16 do n.EP()

Pushing tokens is split into three phases:

1. First, all nodes push references to their set of tokens to all nodes in their postset.
Upon receiving a reference, a node calculates the scores updated with the transi-
tion probability of the arc over which it was received, and compares those scores
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with the tokens it has already received in that round. If no token of the same hy-
pothesis was received this round, a token reference is kept. If another token of the
same hypothesis was received but scores lower than the newly arrived token, the
old token reference is replaced by the new one.

2. Any tokens that are not referenced by any node except their parent are removed.
All other tokens are simply removed from the list of tokens owned by a node, and
are informed that they have no parent anymore.

3. All nodes claim a copy of the tokens they have references to. If such a token has no
parent, the nodes claims the token itself, rather than making a copy. Each tokens
list of owned tokens is updated, and the list of token references is cleared.

In a system with glue nodes, we know that aer each round the glue nodes are empty.
So, the rst phase may cause glue nodes to receive tokens. However, these tokens must
be pushed through the glue nodes to the rst emitting node before we can move on to
phase three. erefore, phase 2 is executed, and then we continue executing phases 3, 1
and 2 (in that order) for nodes that we know cannot receive any more tokens.
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Figure 5.5: e different phases for a (very) simple network. Starting with a
token with value 0, one token passing routine goes through phases 1, 2 and 3
twice, resulting ultimately in the token having moved to the node on the right
and having value 2. Arc weights are omitted aer the rst diagram for clarity.

First, we know that glue nodes with the highest tree level will not receive any more
tokens, because there are no cycles in the glue node structures and their only incoming
arcs therefore come from the emitting nodes that performed the push action in the rst
phase. Executing phase 3 for these nodes will make them retrieve their tokens. en,
they execute phase 1 and 2 to push tokens to the next glue nodes. We know that these
nodes will not receive any more tokens, because there are no cycles in the glue node
structures and their only incoming arcs were from the emitting nodes that performed
the push action in the rst phase and from the glue nodes of the tree level that performed
phases 1 and 2 just now. e process is repeated this way until all glue node levels have
been processed.
Finally, phase 3 is executed for all nodes that now have tokens (these are emitting nodes
only), and the token pushing is complete. Pseudocode for this routine is given in algo-
rithm5.4, inwhich the three phases are implemented by thePT, CUand
EPmethods. A very simple example is given in gure 5.5, where a token can fol-
low two different paths to the same node in one time step.
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5.7 Splitting and merging

Before a frame of data is processed, the CTK block rst checks whether there are new
groups starting this frame, or old groups ending. For each ending group, the decoder’s
M operation is called, for each starting group, the S operation. We will start
by taking a look at splitting rst.

5.7.1 Splitting

When a new group starts, all tokens in the system must be duplicated, and their hy-
potheses updated, one duplicate placing the new group in the foreground, one placing
it in the background.
Splitting tokens in a node is done by a call to N.S. is method splits all the
tokens in that node, as shown in algorithm 5.5.

Algorithm 5.5e split operation for a single node.

N.S(g)
1 Tn ← ∅
2 for each t ∈ Tokens
3 do Tn ← Tn ∪ t.Split(g)
4 Tokens← Tokens ∪ Tn

A token’s split operation, for which pseudocode is given in algorithm 5.6, makes sure it
keeps the token count for their hypothesis intact by using RT and U-
T to notify a hypothesis that a token started or stopped using it. Aswewill see
later, the H.S operation caches its result so that a hypothesis is not split
twice for the same group. T.C makes a copy of a token, also keeping the hy-
potheses’ token count intact. Aer a token’s hypothesis has changed, its score is updated
with the (negative log) probability of the new groups assignment in that hypothesis.

Algorithm 5.6e split operation for a token.

T.S(g)
1 hypothesis.UT()
2 hypothesis← hypothesis.S(g, background)
3 hypothesis.UT()
4 t← this.C()
5 t.SH(hypothesis.S(g, foreground))
6 score← score + hypothesis.probability
7 t.score← t.score + t.hypothesis.probability
8 return t

Having put this in place, the split operation for the decoder – algorithm 5.7 – is very
simple. First, all hypotheses are informed that a split operation will take place (this is
to make them clear the previously mentioned cache). en, all nodes in the system are
instructed to duplicate their tokens. Finally, the ActiveGroups set is updated to contain
the new group.
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Algorithm 5.7e split operation of the decoder, invoking all other split routines.

D.S(g)
1 for each h ∈ Hypotheses
2 do h.IS()
3 for each n ∈ Nodes
4 do n.S(g)
5 ActiveGroups← ActiveGroups ∪ {g}

What remains is to de ne a splitting routine for hypotheses. is too is a very simple
routine – all a hypothesis has to do is create two copies of itself and extend them with
the new group, one copy placing it in the foreground, the other in the background. To
provide support for generalised fragment decoding, the hypothesis score is also calcu-
lated.

Algorithm 5.8e split action of a hypothesis.

H.S(g,which)
1 if twin = 
2 then twin← this.C()
3 groups[g]← background
4 twin.groups[g]← foreground
5 probability = CP(g, background)
6 twin.probability = twin.CP(g, background)
7 if which = foreground
8 then return twin
9 else return this

5.7.2 Merging

Merging can be implemented in a very simple way. Remember that two hypotheses can
be merged when their group assignment differs only in groups that have been ended
already. As can be seen in section 5.5 we already use this information somewhere else:
if two hypotheses share the same leaf node in the data structures in gure 5.3, then they
can be merged.
To implement merging, we change algorithm 5.1 slightly. First, we change H-
.PF such that a hypothesis h returns a tuple of hypotheses (h′, h) that
need to be merged if it discovers it shares a leaf node with h′. If it doesn’t share its leaf
node, it returns .
All pairs that are returned by hypotheses’ PFmethods are pairs of hypothe-
ses that need to be merged. As shown in algorithm 5.9, we store these pairs in a setm
and then instruct the decoder to merge all hypotheses pairs inm.
emerging routine for the decoder consists of calling themerging routine of all nodes.
In each node, every pair of tokens that has a corresponding pair of hypotheses that oc-
curs in m gets compared. e worst-scoring token is removed, and the best-scoring
token is assigned the rst hypothesis in the pair inm. Aer all tokens have performed
their merging routine, all second hypotheses in the pairs inm can be deleted.
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Algorithm 5.9e processing of one frame of data.

D::PF(d)
1 r ← Root of binary tree
2 m← ∅
3 for each hypothesis h
4 do if h.used
5 then p← h.PF(r, d,ActiveGroups)
6 if p 6= 
7 thenm← m ∪ {p}
8 else delete h
9 M(m)
10 PT()
11 Free all nodes in r
12 P()

5.8 History storage

ere is quite a lot of data in the decoding system that is usedmainly to track the history
of a token or hypothesis. For instance, for a hypothesis the group assignment is stored
for all groups the system has encountered. For a token, a list of transition labels is stored
that it has travelled through.

Rather than storing copies of this information for each and every token or hypothesis,
we can use the fact that history does not change: only new information gets added on
to the end.

is type of information can be stored using a tree structure. Each time a token or
hypothesis gets copied, the copy keeps a reference to the old data structure. When new
data is added to a copy, a new branch is formed in the data structure. When a copy is
freed again, all data that is unused aer freeing it is removed from the data structure.

In practice, we see that the information is usually only accessed very scarcely or in re-
verse order. We therefore can implement the data structure as a singly linked, branching
list (a singly linked tree).
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Figure 5.6: Storing historical information can be done with a singly linked
tree structure.
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Figure 5.6 demonstrates the use of this structure in ve steps (right to le, top to bottom):

1. We start with a list object representing the empty list. List objects are denoted
with rectangles.

2. We add an element a to the list. e object now represents the list [a], and it has
a reference to the newly added element. Elements are denoted with circles. e
number in the lower half of each element is the number of lists or elements that
have a reference to it.

3. We copy the list. We now have two objects representing the list [a], both pointing
to the same element. Note that the number in a is increased.

4. We add element b to one copy, c to the other. is results in a list [ac] and a list
[ab] that share element a.

5. We delete list [ab]. Because element a’s counter was nonzero aer decreasing it, it
has not been deleted. b’s counter was zero, so it has been freed. What remains is
a list [ac]. When this list is deleted, all elements are deleted too.

is technique has two advantages. Firstly, the memory usage of the decoder is de-
creased signi cantly. Secondly, copying a token now requires copying a reference to
its history, rather than copying the entire history. is keeps the tokens smaller, thus
saving time when copying them.
is data structure has been implemented as a generic class that can be used much like
the STL container classes.

5.9 Pruning

Although per segmentation hypothesis the behaviour of tokens is the same as in conven-
tional decoding, the scores of the entire set of tokens in the system may be distributed
very differently. Where in a conventional system simple histogram pruning [27] suf-
ces, generalised fragment decoding presents us with the problem that the hypothesis

scores cause there to be ‘clusters’ of tokens with similar scores. is makes it difficult
to do histogram pruning with a reasonably sized histogram, because the scores are not
uniformly distributed over the histogram bins. Furthermore, we do not know anything
about the distribution of the scores, so we cannot adapt the histogram to have higher
precision in areas where we expect clusters to form.
Instead, we adapt the conventional histogram pruning algorithm to increase the his-
tograms accuracy if it cannot come close to the pruning target. An example is shown
in gure 5.7. Say that the desired pruning target is around 70% of the total number of
tokens. e rst 6 bins of the histogram contain 50% of the tokens. Including the last
bin would overshoot the target by 30%, not including it would prune out 20% toomuch.
erefore, a new histogram is generated for the tokens between n1 and n2 – the tokens
that ended in the last bin. With the new histogram, a more accurate pruning threshold
can be chosen.
is technique requires all tokens to be reconsidered every time the pruning algorithm
increases the histograms accuracy. is is a rather costly affair, but it is simple to imple-
ment. Since this decoder is being developed for research purposes, and since probability
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Figure 5.7: Higher resolution can be achieved by re-evaluating the histogram
with different bounds.

calculations take up the majority of the computation time, we will not try to improve
on this. If this decoder was to be built to perform faster, it would probably be worthwile
to nd a way to adapt dynamic histogram pruning [6] for fragment decoding.
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Chapter 6

Results

6.1 Test setup

Wede ne a recognition task that will be used to compare different decoding techniques.
e task is to recognise an utterance that is obfuscated by another utterance that adheres
to the same grammar. e utterances all consist of six words – a verb, a colour, a prepo-
sition, a letter, a number and an adverb – as shown in table 6.1.

verb colour preposition letter number adverb
bin blue at a . . . z 1 . . . 9 again
lay green by (not ‘w’) and ‘zero’ now
place red in please
set white with soon

Table 6.1: e grammar words used in the test utterances.

e target speech is normalised to the same volume, but the other utterance is mixed
in at three different signal-to-noise ratios of -6, 0 and 6 dB. Furthermore, we divide
the noisy samples in three different classes: one class is obfuscated with speech from a
speaker that has a different gender than the target speaker, another is obfuscated with
speech from a speaker with the same gender and the third is obfuscated with an utter-
ance from the same speaker. Each class consists of 200 samples.

All utterances are decoded rst using regular fragment decoding, then using generalised
fragment decoding. Each decoding technique decodes once using speaker independent
models, i.e. acoustic models trained on data from all speakers in the corpus, and once
using speaker dependent models. In the latter case, a decoding network is created for
each speaker, with acoustic models that match that speaker, and these decoding net-
works are arranged in parallel to form the decoding network that is used by the decoder.
No merging is used, only pruning is performed.

To enable the decoder to identify the target speaker, the rst word of each target ut-
terance is xed in the grammar. Also, the target speech starts 200 milliseconds earlier
than the masker speech so that the acoustic models match well at the beginning of the
utterance.
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All tests are run using static features only, no dynamic (delta) features are used. Any
features belonging to inharmonic parts of the source signal are marked as background
(i.e. all inharmonic parts are assumed to be dominated by noise).

6.2 Pruning versus merging

First, we compare regular fragment decoding to fragment decoding without merging,
using pruning instead. is was not possible using the old decoder, but to make gen-
eralised fragment decoding and regular fragment decoding more comparable, merging
should not be allowed since we will not use merging in generalised fragment decoding.

e results of the comparison are depicted in gure 6.1. e recognition percentages
are the percentages of the words that the decoder recognised correctly. Only the last
ve words of each utterance are considered, because the rst word was given.

Intuitively, one would expect that not merging will result in information loss, thus de-
creasing recognition rates. Interestingly, this is not the case.

.
.30%

.40%

.50%

.60%

.70%

.−6 .0 .6

.Different gender

.−6 .0 .6

.Same gender

.−6 .0 .6

.Same speaker

Figure 6.1: e resulting recognition rates. Dotted lines are results from de-
coding with merging, continuous lines from decoding without merging. Red
lines use speaker independent acoustic models, blue lines use speaker depen-
dent models.

We observe that employing pruning rather than merging in fact increases recognition
performance, most notably so at 0dB SNR level. is result can be explained by looking
at the decoding process from an operational point of view.

• eacousticmodels have the property that featuresmarked asmissingwill usually
score averagely high in low-energy states. is is reasonable, because when there
is background noise one can expect any value to be observed when the target
speaker is quiet.

• Typically, the states in HMMs have one outgoing arc that goes to the next state
and one arc that points to itself, allowing a token to stay in the same state for
more than one frame.
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Figure 6.2: e thick line represents a ‘running token’.

Tokens with a segmentation hypothesis placing many features in the background may
score higher in low energy states than tokens with the correct segmentation hypothesis,
because the observed spectrum is polluted by noise and therefore does not match the
acoustic model very well. When such a token is in a low energy state that has an arc
to itself with a fairly high transition probability, the token will stay in that state, scoring
averagely high all the time.
Tokens that do progress through the system, however, will be forced tomove along high-
energy states as well, in which the tokens that have the correct segmentation hypothesis
will outperform other tokens. However, on the whole these tokens may still score lower
than the tokens that got stuck in the low energy states. In practice we see that these
tokens stay in the same state during the entire decoding process, only to overtake the
tokens with correct hypotheses at the end of the utterance. e graph in gure 6.2 shows
the score over time of such a ‘running’ token.
is problem is mainly due to not having any form of duration model in the decoding
network: a token that takes 1.5 seconds for the rst word and an additional 0.1 seconds
for every following word is not considered to be less likely than a token that takes 0.3
seconds for every word. is problem is also present in regular Viterbi decoding, but is
intensi ed in fragment decoding, where many tokens may display the same behaviour
and cause ‘good’ tokens to be pruned out. It can be expected that using a durationmodel
(an overview of duration modelling in speech recognition can be found in [22]), would
improve results when using merging.
When using pruning, only the highest scoring tokens are kept. When the pruning target
is sufficiently small, this means that tokens with a more or less correct segmentation
hypothesis will have a better chance of survival, because average scoring tokens have a
higher chance of being pruned out before the high scoring tokens start scoring lower. In
gure 6.2, this means that the running token would have been pruned out somewhere

in the beginning of the utterance, where the other token is still scoring better.

6.3 Results for generalised fragment decoding

Using the same test set, fragment decoding without merging was compared to gener-
alised fragment decoding, implementing the segmentation model as described in sec-
tion 4.2. e results are shown in gure 6.3. Again, percentages are word recognition
rates over the last ve words of the utterances.
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Figure 6.3: e resulting recognition rates. Continuous lines are results from
generalised fragment decoding, dotted lines from fragment decoding without
merging. Red lines (marked with ×) are results using speaker independent
models, blue lines (marked with +) use speaker dependent models.

e graphs show that the recognition rates of generalised fragment decoding are con-
sistently higher at an SNR level of -6 dB. However, the performance of regular decoding
is signi cantly higher at 6 dB SNR.

e low recognition rate at higher signal to noise ratios may be due to P (S |Y ) being
‘too at’. Where the old model simply assigned a probability of 0 to a large number of
hypothesis that are now evaluated, the new model assigns probabilities between 0 and
1. e closer to 0.5 these probabilities are, the more in uential the acoustic models
become. In other words: in regular fragment decoding, some hypothesis might have
been pruned out in advance that would have scored high for the wrong reasons (i.e.
because the background noise ts the acoustic models too).

e reason the segmentationmodel does notweigh up to the acousticmodels is probably
that the segmentation model is not precise enough. A simple correction can be done by
adding a weighting factor α such that if P (S |Y ) was previously estimated to be p, it
is now estimated to be pα. It is also to be expected that the recognition rates improve
when not only pitch information is used in the segmentation model, or when a longer
history is used (say, the entire history of a segmentation hypothesis, rather than just the
previous two frames).

e fact that generalised fragment decoding performs better with very high noise levels
can be explained when we look at the segmentation hypotheses of the winning tokens.
For the utterance ofwhich the data is shown in gure 3.6, generalised fragment decoding
recognised all words correctly, where regular fragment decoding only recognised two
out of ve. e segmentation hypothesis belonging to the winning token in generalised
fragment decoding is the one depicted in gure 6.4. Comparing it to the fragments gen-
erated for use with regular fragment decoding, we see that this hypothesis was already
in effect pruned out by the fragment generation process: this hypothesis could not have
been generated with the large fragments in gure 3.6.

As the signal to noise ratio decreases, we expect the winning tokens segmentation hy-
pothesis to have placed less and less features in the foreground per frame. It is clear that
generalised fragment decoding has the advantage here because its fragments are smaller.
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It is very difficult to tell what the potential of generalised fragment decoding is at this
stage. It is very clear that the segmentation model is currently estimated very badly, and
that some obvious improvements can be made. In this project, there was no time to
test what the effect is of such improvements, or what the effect is of scaling the current
segmentation model approximation. e fact that the recognition rates do not drop as
steeply as for regular fragment decoding as the noise becomes louder seems promising,
if the segmentation model can be improved to match the recognition rates at high SNR
levels.

6.4 Extensions

ere are quite a few interesting paths to investigate from here. Generalised fragment
decoding allows for a wide range of information to be used in the recognition process
to steer the recognition top-down. Previously unused types of information may be in-
tegrated in this framework, and the current calculations may be improved.

6.4.1 Improving pitch tracking

eprobability calculation for hypothesis probabilities as described in section 4.2 is very
inaccurate.

Firstly, all distributions used are now estimated by a single Gaussian. e actual distri-
butions for δp and δδp show a very narrow peak that is much narrower than the Gaus-
sians used now. Improving the shape of these distributions could improve the results.

Secondly, the current calculations do not account for pitch doubling and pitch halving.
It may happen that the pitch detector returns double or half the frequency value that was
actually present in the signal. erefore, pitch sequences that are smooth when some
of its values are doubled or halved should be considered more likely than sequences in
which this is not the case.

6.4.2 Extending speaker tracking

Rather than using just pitch information to estimate the probability of a segmentation
being the correct one, one could also look at other properties of the source signal.

Figure 6.4: A winning segmentation hypothesis from generalised fragment
decoding.
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• In voiced states, there is continuity in the spectrum of an utterance, just like there
is continuity in pitch. is can be exploited both in the hypothesis probability, by
not allowing too abrupt changes in a single frequency band, as in the evaluation of
the acousticmodels. Currently, when integrating over a range of energy values for
evaluating data classi ed as ‘missing’, each value is considered to be equally likely.
It would however make sense to consider values that are close to the previous
value in the same frequency band more likely than values that are far away.
• eoverall loudness of a speech signal is another property of a speaker that might
be tracked. By training a model for the total energy in speech signals over time,
one could track a speech signal more efficiently by estimating the energy coming
from speech in the last seen frame and applying the model.
• A speakers syllabic rate is another important clue that is not used right now.
Closely related to tracking a speakers loudness, one could estimate the syllabic
rate by looking at the rate in which maxima and minima occur in the energy of
a signal. A pattern of syllable lengths can be recorded for each hypothesis and
matched against a model for syllable lengths for the language that is to be de-
coded. e hypothesis score can be adjusted accordingly.
• e system can be extended by using binaural signals. It has been shown that
speaker localization can produce very accurate missing data masks [24]. Incor-
porating such techniques to de ne P (S |Y ) could be a powerful tool to track a
single speaker, or to decode speech from multiple speakers simultaneously.

6.4.3 Inharmonic features

Currently, features that belong to inharmonic parts of the source signal are always hy-
pothesised to be background noise. ismeans that a lot of information regarding parts
of the feature data caused by consonants in the target speech is lost.
In current implementations of classic fragment decoding, the so-called watershed algo-
rithm is performed to join these features to harmonic regions. is requires the har-
monic regions to be known in advance (since the watershed algorithm abstracts over
time) and can therefore not be applied here directly. An elegant solution would be to
consider each such inharmonic feature as a separate group, and to adjust the segmenta-
tion model again to use data other than pitch information to be able to express a pref-
erence for assigning an inharmonic feature to either the foreground or the background.
e techniques described in the previous section could be used to achieve this.

6.4.4 Hypotheses for pitches

In our current implementation, the pitch estimating routine returns up to four different
pitch estimates for a single frame. Per frame, a maximum of two groups is generated.
e strongest pitch is assigned to one of the groups, the other pitches to the other group.
e hypothesis calculation assumes that if a group has multiple pitches associated with
it, only one of them is accurate. However, all pitch estimates now in uence a hypothesis’
score.
Instead of placing a group in the background or foreground, one could place a group in
the background or in the foreground with a certain pitch. A group with two associated
pitch estimates would then not generate two hypotheses, but three. e advantage is
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that bad pitch estimates do not in uence the hypothesis score as heavily, the drawback
is of course that the computation becomes heavier.

6.4.5 Dynamic model adjustment

From the results it can be seen that speaker-dependent acoustic models yield better re-
sults. In practice it is of course impossible to have an acoustic model for every speaker
the system might come across. Many systems use two models: one for each gender. In
fragment decoding, certain distributions in the speech recognizer might be parameter-
ized, and the parameters estimated based on the segmentation hypothesis.

For example, the gender of the speaker might become part of the segmentation hypoth-
esis. Based on the pitch information associated with groups that weremarked as speech,
the gender of the speaker can be guessed. For a token with a ‘male’ segmentation hy-
pothesis, other models are then used for recognition than fore tokens with a ‘female’
segmentation hypothesis.

Another way of parameterizing models is to estimate the speaker rate based on the seg-
mentation hypothesis. Adaptation techniques like the ones presented in [20] can then
be executed in accordance with this estimate. is may imply that the decoding net-
work effectively looks different for tokens with different parameters, i.e. the decoding
network does no longer represent the same trellis (apart from edge weights) multiplied
a number of times and connected in parallel to accommodate different segmentation
hypotheses, but the parallel networks may now actually differ in structure as well.

An extension of this idea is to let the decoder give feedback to the processes that gen-
erate features and spectral groups with pitch information. If the best n hypotheses all
think the speaker is speaking fast, it might make sense to decrease the frame length. Or
if it seems likely that the speaker has a certain frequency range, this information might
be used to reduce pitch estimation errors. All of these techniques can in theory be im-
plemented in such a way that the entire speech recognition process is still a pipeline
process.

6.5 Conclusion

We have presented a new way of approximating the segmentation model termP (S |Y )
in fragment decoding, called generalised fragment decoding. A decoder has been built
that is capable of performing this type of decoding.

Results for fragment decoding without merging were compared to results using classic
fragment decoding, showing that pruning prevents certain errors from occurring that
do occur when using merging instead.

e results for fragment decoding without merging were also compared to the results
for generalised fragment decoding. In circumstances in which the noise is louder than
the speech, this technique performs better. However, only a crude model of P (S |Y )
was implemented, making it difficult to estimate what the true potential of generalised
fragment decoding is.

emost important result from this project is that there is a exible framework in which
existing techniques can be implemented in an alternative way, mostly avoiding the need
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of implementing a multi-pass system. To accommodate research to this extent, there is
a fragment decoder that should be easy to adapt to accommodate more complex calcu-
lations.
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Appendix A

eCTKDecoder block

A.1 Inputs

e decoder component has 8 inputs.

ratemap is input is a ratemap for a single frame of data.

mask is input contains a missing data mask when the decoder is used for missing
data decoding, or a con dence map when it is used for fragment decoding.

groups ere are four input that describe group information:

• Group numbers, mapping each element of ratemap to a group number.
• Starting group numbers, an array of group numbers of groups that start in
the current frame.
• Ending group numbers, an array of group numbers of groups that end in
the current frame.
• Pitch estimates for each group. Currently it is assumed that when using this
input, at most 2 groups are starting in each frame, and that the rst value in
this list is the pitch estimate for the group starting in this frame that has the
lowest group number. e other pitch estimates (if any) belong to the other
group that starts in this frame.

bounds ere are two arrays:

• e lower integration bounds for missing data decoding. For cuberoot-
compressed ratemaps, the lower bounds are usually set to 0. For logarithm-
compressed ratemaps it is set to a large negative value (indicating low en-
ergy).
• e upper integration bounds for missing data decoding. ese are usually
set to the observed value (i.e. this input is the same as ratemap).



A.2 Parameters

COMP TYPE de nes what type of computation is to be done on the input. is pa-
rameter decides how the inputs are interpreted.

normal Only ratemap is used and regular Viterbi decoding and regular mixture
model evaluation is done.

missing data Only ratemap and mask are used and regular Viterbi decoding is
used. emask values are rounded to 0 or 1 and used as amissing datamask
for discrete missing data decoding.

so missing data Only ratemap andmask are used and regular Viterbi decoding
is used. e mask values are used as a missing data mask for so missing
data decoding.

multisource e group numbers input and the ratemap data are used to perform
fragment decoding. When pitch estimates are present, then generalised
fragment decoding is performed. Group start and end numbers are used
to keep groups in memory as long as they are relevant. If these numbers are
not given, they are inferred from the group mask data.

so multisource is works the same as themultisource option, except that the
mask input is used as a con dence map.

dummy Regular Viterbi decoding is done, only all emission probabilities are set
to 1.

DELTAS describes how to interpret the input in ratemap.

no deltas Interprets the data as static features.
use deltas Interprets the data as a list of static features followed by an equally

long list of delta features. Both are used in calculation.
discard deltas Interprets the data as a list of static features followed by an equally

long list of delta features. Only the static features are used in calculation.

HMM FILE NAME e name of an HTK HMM de nition le containing the de ni-
tion of base element HMMs for use by the grammar.

GRAMMAR FILE NAME e name of a grammar le containing a speci cation ac-
cording to the format speci ed in appendix B.

PRIOR FILE NAME e name of an HTK HMM de nition le containing an HMM
named ‘prior’, of which the rst states emission probability is used as an estimate
for the speech prior probability P (X). If no le is given, it is assumed that P (X)
is a uniform distribution.

RECOGNITION TARGET Speci es a list of words that is the desired recognition out-
put for the given ratemap data. is list is only used in scoring.

LABEL FILE NAME Speci es a list of translations from HMM names to labels. Each
line in this le consists of a target label name followed by a list of source label
names, separated by whitespace. If the line starts with a space (character code
0x20), the target label is assumed to be whitespace and is not used in the scoring.



MERGE is boolean value speci es whether the decoder should perform merge op-
erations or not.

GROUP END DELAY If this value is set to some integer larger than zero, the decoder
waits for this number of frames before executing the merge operation for a frag-
ment that has ended. is parameter is only meaningful if  is set to true.

PRUNING TARGET is integer value speci es howmany tokens to allow in the sys-
tem. If set to 0, no pruning is done.

TOTAL FRAMES Speci es the total number of frames in the utterance that is given as
input. is value is used for visual feedback.

LOGGING tells the decoder how much information to log.

none No log le is kept.
brief Only brief information about every test run is saved to the log le.
multi le Information about the state of the decoder at each frame of data is

written to log les. A separate le is kept per run, mainly because most
browsers don’t deal well with exceptionally large XML les.

LOG FILE NAME e name of the le to write the log data to, in XML format. If
 is set tomulti le, all les are created in the same directory as this le.

NBEST Speci es the number of tokens to output information for in the log le. If set
to n, the n best scoring tokens are described in the log le aer decoding an ut-
terance.





Appendix B

Grammar

G ::= e
| M e

M ::= a
| a ';'M
| a '\ n'M

a ::= s '=' e
e ::= s
| m
| e '|' e
| e e
| '(' e ')'
| '{' e '}'
| '[' e ']'

m ::= '$' s
s ::= c1
| c1 s2

s2 ::= c2
| c2 s2

c1 ::= 'a' | . . . | 'z'
| 'A' | . . . | 'Z'

c2 ::= c1
| ' '
| '0' | . . . | '9'

Figure B.1: e
BNF speci cation
of the grammar
language.

Grammars accepted by the decoder are speci ed in an
extended form of BNF (not EBNF) of which the BNF
speci cation is given in gure B.1.
A grammar consists of a set of macro de nitionsM ,
followed by an expression e, which describes a network
using the macros inM and using character string en-
tities s.
A macro is de ned with an assignment statement a of
the form name = e, where e is an expression consisting
of macro referencesm (a reference to name is denoted
$name), string entities s and the following operators:

• ' ' Whitespace between to operands is in-
terpreted as a sequential composition opera-
tor, connecting the rst operand to the second
operand.
• '|' A single pipe is the parallel composition
operator, creating a network of which the start
node is connected to both operands, and both
operands are in turn connected to the end node
of the resulting network.

Of these operators, sequential composition has the
highest priority, i.e. s1 s2 | s3 is interpreted as
(s1 s2) | s3.
Also, there are a few grouping constructs that can be
used to specify parts of an expression that may be re-
peated or skipped, or to bind operands to a different
operator.

• '(e)' groups e together as a single operand.
is construction can be used to bind operands to a lower-priority operator:
s1 (s2 | s3) indicates that s2 and s3 are operands of '|', whereas without the
brackets, s2 would be interpreted as an operand of the sequential operator.



• '{e}' indicates that emaybe executed 1 ormore
times. In practice, this means that the end node
of the network represented by e is connected to
its start node.
• '[e]' indicates that e is an optional group. In
practice thismeans that the start node of the net-
work represented by e is connected to its end
node.

A string literal that is not preceded by a '$' is treated as an HMM name. A Grammar
object has a reference to an IHMMCollection object that contains HMM de nitions.
Whenever a string literal is encountered, the grammar object looks up its de nition in
the HMM collection. If its de nition is not found, an error is raised.

We conclude with an example grammar. We assume we have de ned the HMMs a, b
and c as networks with a single start glue node and a single end glue node:

.. .x .
, x ∈ {a, b, c}

We have the following grammar, de ning a network using these HMMs:

{a}|b|[c]

Without the transformations described in section 5.4, this would create the network in
gure B.2.a. With the transformations, and getting rid of super uous glue nodes, the

network in gure B.2.b is generated. It is le to the reader to check that both networks
are indeed trace equivalent and that there are no cycles in the graph that have only glue
nodes in them.

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.a

.b

.c

.

. .

.

.a

.b

.c

.(a) .(b)

Figure B.2: Two networks for the grammar {a}|b|[c]. In (a), the unopti-
mized network is shown. In (b), the transformations from section 5.4 have
been performed and any excess glue nodes have been removed.
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